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Remmer's Lecturer Clarence
P~ge speaks ·on racial issues
Charles Robinso n
News Writer

:il meeting, MeN

small companies .
During hi s speech, Mr. Page added a
touch of humor to the serious issue of Racial
Clarence Page, Nobel' Prize wi nner for Relations. In
his book, "Showing My Color:
Commenta ry, delivered a lecture on Race RelaImpolite Essays on Race · and Identity" Mr.
tions. Mr. Page is a syndicated columnist out of Page said that people
live in parallel realities.
the Chicago Tribune and his column appears in
According to Page, people of color and
over 150 papers.
minority are raised within a certain reality and
Mr. Page has made several appearanc es on the people of the majority
are raised in anot her
the McLaughl in Group, ABC News ' "This reality.
Week," and contribute regularly to "NewWhen asked if he feels that statement out
sHour" with Jim Lehrer. In the press confer- of his book is
still true to this day he said,
ence before the lecture, Mr. Page spoke on "Yes, we still
live in parallel realities." Mr.
today's political issues concerning the presiPage 's lecture went on to discuss Race and
dential race, gun control and labor relations
Identity in the past' and present, and what we
dealing with race.
could look forward to in the future.
.
During the press conference , Mr. Page
Mr. Page 's speech was the 23rd Lecture
stated, "The smallest growing groups in the given in the Remmers
Special Artist and Lecwork force in America are the white males." ture Series.
H is speech on Race, Identity, and
Mr. Page continued saying, "Women and peo- Diversity coincided
with the 25th anniversar y'
ple
color are the fastest growing groups in of the Minority Engin.eerin
g Program and Multhe work force." With this new light on work- ticultural Education
al ,Support Program here
force diversity, he said that diversity manage- on the UMR
Campus.
ment is a big facto: these days in large and

of

..

Clarence Page, 23rd lec~urer in the Remmer's Special Artist
and Lecture
Series, speaks 6n race relations.
photo by Brandon Beiitin

State Aud itor orders audit of UM 'System Five Dep artm
ent Cha irs
Charles Robinso n

McCaskill also said, "Essential or not, the y have really
called this policy into question and we are going to
open this up."
On March 21 Missouri State Auditor Claire
The early retirement incentive program does not
McCaskill ordered an audit of the University of Mis- come
out of operating funds of the University of Missouri System due to the recent r~hires of three admi nis- souri
System. The retirement pensions come out of the
trators at the University of Missouri - St. Louis CamUniversity Pension Fund setup by the University of
pus. With a policy set by the Curators of the UniversiMissouri System.
ty of Missouri ·stating, " Under no circumsta nces would
The audit does not directly concern the University
senior level administra tors be able to choose early of
Missouri - Rolla campus but the audit does concern
retirement and allowed to remain in their administra tive the overall
administra tion of the early retirement inc,,"positions, " these rehirings have been called into ques- tive
program. UM - System wide, there are 808 facultion.
ty, staff, and administra tors who have
The Board of Curators of the
opted to take the incentive program.
University of Missouri System "It seems they made
The audit can affect the University of
offered an early retirement incentive choice to retire, it's hard
Missouri - Rolla by not allowing
program to all University employee s
to believe they weren't some administra tors, faculty, or staff
55 and older with at least \0 years of
under. the incentive program.
of
service. This retirement program was aware '
the toInretire
a statement made in the Board of
billed as a way for the University to policy. .. they have really
Curators meeting at the UMR Camsave money by allowing workers to
called this policy into pus on March 23 and March 24, Pres~etire early.
University administra ident Pacheco said, "At this juncture,
tors were specifical ly prohibited from question and we are
I can report to you that the VERIP
being re-hired.
going to open this up." (Voluntary \ Early Retiremen t IncenMr. Glenn Campbell , Public
-- Claire McCaskill tive Program) policy that you
Rejations Director for the Missouri
approved in December has been
State Auditors office stated "three
applied fairly and consistent ly to all
senior level administra tors opted for the early retire- eligible
employees ."
ment program and were then re-hired as contract workHe also said , "Those who believe that there was
ers at a higher pay than what they were receiving when
ever a probibitio n against rehi ring administra tors are
they were full time and more than they are receiving in
mistaken. The policy states 'u'nder no circumsta nces
pension benefits:"
•
will senior system or campus officers be allowea to
President Manual Pacheco said that the three remain
in ·their administra tive positions (o r simi lar
administra tors that were re-hired were not g iven a large positions)
and draw retirement .,.·
amount of responsibi lity but were given equally higher
President Pacheco also said that Senior administra titles.
tors who retire and are rehired under the VERIP wi ll
Auditor McCaskill said, " It seems they made . a relinquish
their official positions, including any line
choice to retire; it 's hard to believe they weren ' t aware
authority they !'lay currently possess.
of the policy as it wo uld have affected them ."

News Writer

a

unk

I__

opt for early retirement
Bradley Neuville
News Editor
Members of the University of
Missouri-R olla's three colleges will
be busy searching for new department chairs in the coming weeks as
to date five departmen t chairs across
the University have officially
announced tpat they are taking the
early retirement option.
As reported in the March 8,
2000, edition of the Missouri Miner,
124 of the 398 current faculty members and 87 of the 681 current staff
members were eligible for the early
retirement program.
Of these, 58 members of the
faculty and 45 members of the staff
chose to retire early. This means that
UMR will lose 14.6 percent of its
total faculty and 6.6 ·percent of its
staff members through this plan by
next semester.
Those departmen t cha,irs who
have officially announced theIr
retirement effective Septembe r I ,
2000 are Dr. Nord· Gale, Distin·
guished Teaching Professor and chair
of the Biological Science~ Department, Dr. John D. Rockaway Jr. ,
chair and professor of Geological
Engineerin g, Dr. Richard D. Hagni ,
C urators' Professor of Geology and
chair of Geology and Geophysics,
Dr. John W. Wilson , chair of Mining

-.d~."""""""""""""""""""""

Engineerin g and as reported in the
last issue of the Missouri Min er Dr.
Edward Hale, chair of the Physies
Department.
Dr. Paul Parris has been named
as the new chair of the Physics
Departmen t but none of the four
other positions has been filled. Members of the departmen t's respective
colleges will determine who will
become .the departmen t chair.
. G~le came to UMR in 1968 to
initiate ~ program in life sciences,
which later became known as the
Biologica l Sciences Departme nt.
Biological sciences has grown to
become the second-lar gest undergraduate program in the UMR College of Arts and Sciences under
Gale's supervision.
In 1999, Gale won the Governor 's Award for Excellence in Teaching. During his career at UMR, he
has won ' 18 Outstandi ng Teacher
Awards.
Rockaway, who is also a Gulf
Oil Foundatio n Professor at UMR,
joined the UMR faculty in 1968 as an
assistant professor of geologica l
engineering. He has taught multiple
classes during his tenure at UMR.
Rockaway has a lso worked
extensively with the St. Louis District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-

see Retirees, page 3
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NEWSBRIEFS ON CAMPUS
Brown

Bag

for April

LUnch

set

18 .

The Student Affairs Staff Education Team is 'sponsoring another
brown bag lunch session in the series
"Enhancing a Caring Campus Community." The session will be held
Tuesday, April 18, from II :30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. , in the .Missouri Room of
the University Center-East The topic
of this session will be " Leaming Communities" with presentations on the
programs "Voyageur," "Hit the
Ground Running," and " Freshman
Leadership and Success Program,"
formerly known as the Student Mentor

Program.

.

Presenters will be Harvest Collier, associate dean of the College of
, Arts and Sciences; Dale Elifrits, professor of geological and petroleum
engineering; Anne Matthews, assistant
professor of English ; and James
Seville, student affairs. These presentations will outline the university's
plan to create learner-centered communities intended to enhance student
academic achievement Strategies for
collaborative efforts among student
affairs siaff and faculty to create leaming communities at UMR will a lso be
addressed.
You will need io bring your own
brown bag or cafeteria lunch; beverages and desserts will be provided.
Please contact the' student affairs
office at 341-4292, or bye-mail at
mf r i e s @umr . edu, no later than
Apri l 14 to make your reservation.
"Blue Jeans for Babies"
set for Friday
The year 2000 marks the 30th
year that Americans from all walks of
life will came together to help save
babies through March of Dimes
WalkAmerica.
More than one million volunteers
in 1,400 communities are expected to

cert, which is part of the University of
Missouri-Rolla Campus Performing
Arts Series, begins at 8 p.m. in UMR 's
Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall.
Admission is $20 for adults, $ 16
for students and $16 for those age 18
and younger. For more information,
contact the UMR Ticket Window at
(573)341-4219.
The Preservation Hall Jazz Band

panning, surveying, hand-m ucking,
hand-steeling, track-standing, Swede
sawing and jackleg drilling.
Members of the women's team
No. I are: Denise McMillan of Granit~ City, III., a senior in metallurgical
engineering; Jamie Crump of Hermantown, Minn. , a freshman in chemistry;
Lori Douglas of Vicksburg, Miss., a
senior in mining engineering; Patricia
Robertson of Rolla, Mo., a senior in
mining engineering; and Connie Meyers of Mountain Grove, Mo., a junior
in mining engineering ..
Members of the women's team
No. 2 are: Rachel Kuro of Lincoln, III.,
a junior in mining engineering;
Unte
Ghristy Shannon of Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
a~ eshman in mining engineering;
. n Dubois of St Charies, Mo., a senior in mining engineering; Megan
'" M ail r of Rolla, Mo. , a freshman in
.miillng engineering; Juli a Andoe of
~.Rolla, Mo., a freshman in mining engiPhysics offers visitors
mienng; and Amy Pousson of Housnight at observato,,¥,
~n: ~exas) a senior in mining engikeep- .. ~ering.
.
The University of Mis so '-. ella
of N _~",",
Members of the men 's team are:
I'
ade Smith of Terre Haute, [nd., a
physics department is sponsoring a·
VISItorS mght begmmng at 8 p m ~a?"'" ,
•
_
~> ~"",\ ' . , ) sehior in mining engineering; Wes
'"
,.
Tull of Camdenton, Mo., a senior in
urday, Apnl 8, at the UMR Observatory.
M ckiP.J T~$ S tOI-1::om- civil engineering; John Foster of
Weather permitting, visitors may
~~
Clute, Texas, a sophomore in mechanpete on Apri 21-22
ical engineering; Brett Wissel of
view the Moon through the observatory's 16-inch telescope, says Dr. Joh'l
'Bloomington, Ind., a sophomore in
L. Schmitt, UMR associate professor
mining engineering; Chris Bryan of
of physics.
Members of the lien's and Kirksville, Mo., ~ graduate student in
The event is free and open to the
women's mucking teams at the Un i- mining engineering; and Kaan Atapublic.
versity of Missouri-Rolla will compete man of Ankara, Turkey, a graduate
against colleges and universities from
student in mining engineering.
The observatory is adjacent to
across the United Stat~s and Australia
UMR's Stonehenge repl ica on Highway 63 North, north of YH. McNutt
during the 22nd [ntemational [ntercollegiate Mining Competition April 21Hall and west of St Patrick's Lane.
Lecture on "Mozart and
22, in Butte, Mon!.
Matheinatics" April 6
UMR will field two women's
New Orleans Jazz at
teams and one men's team during the
UMR
April 7
event, says Ron Robison, supervisor
of UMR's Experimental Mine Facility
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
You don 't have to visit the " and adviser to UMR 's mucking teams. , famous for his musical compositions,
French Quarter to listen to live New
The competition consists of also dabbled in · mathematics. That
Orleans j azz. The Preservation Hall
teams using 'old-fashioned mining
interest in mathematics is the topic of
Jazz Band from New Orleans is play- methods and hand-held tools to com- . a lecture by Daniel N. Leeson at 7:30
ing in Rolla Friday, April 7. The con- . pete in timed events,- including gold . p.m. Thursday, April 6, in Centennial
participate in the first and the best
walking event in the nation.
UMR Staff Council will be helping raise money for the March of
Dimes by sponsoring a "Blue Jeans for
~abies" casual day on Friday, April 7.
For a donation of$3 , UMR faculty and staff can wear blue jeans to
show their support for the March of
Dimes.
Donations can be made to your
building coordinator or directl y to
Shelly Plank.
Posters and fli ers are being distributed with the name and location of
a contact person in each building who
will collect the donations.
, ~~
[f you have any questions plea);,!!
feel free to contact Shelly Plank af
4185
or
bye-mar
at
splank@umr. edu
~ '

..
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Hall of University Center.·East on the
University of Missouri-Rolla campus.
Leeson 's lecture, "Mozart and
Mathematics," is sponsored by the
UMR College of Arts and· Sciences,
the UMR mathematics and statistics
department and the UMR philosophy
and liberal arts department The lecture is free and open to the general
public. For more information, call
341-4641.
When he wasn't composing,
Mozart liked to occupy himself with
number theory, one of the most
abstract of all mathematics disciplines,
says Leeson, whose talk will be about
the theoretical relationship between
the thought processes of music and
mathematics.
" With only minimal training, this
extraordinary genius, thought by some
to hi' the most. creative musician ever
born, occupied 'and amused himself in
the same cjiscipline that has been at the
center of creative niathematical
thought for millennia," Leeson says.
Leeson was an invited speaker 'at
the Salzburg Mozarteum, an internatipnal event held in February of 1991
to commemorate the bicentennial of
Mozirrt's death. From 1992-93, Leeson
was a faculty member at the Mozart
Opera Studies Institute sponsored by
San Francisco State University and
California State University, Fresno.
As a musician, Leeson has performed with the San Jose Symphony,
the San Francisco Opera, the San
Diego Symphony, the Oakland Symphony and the New Jersey Symphony.
Leeson's writings have been published
in the !ntemational Journal of Musicology, Mozart Jahrb~ch (Germany),
Music & Letters, The Instrumental.ists
and The Musical Times.
[n addition to his interest in
music and mathematics, Leeson is a
computer programming expert. He
was an active national lecturer for the
Association of Computing Machinery
for 25 years. Now semi-retiree!, leeson teaches mathematics at De . Anza
College in Cupertino, Calif
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~Viewpoints on Politics: 2000Balance of Power heated issue i,n 2000'
Chris Wilson
Political Columnist
So, how will this November's
election affect the balances of power
that exist in our federa l and state
governments? More importantly,
what needs to happen in order for 'the
GOP to maintain their footho ld or to
sway the balance more to the right?
As of now, the GOP controls
both the House and Senate, However, a Democratic White House
opposes the conservative Congress.
In the November election, the '
Democrats hope to regain control of
the House, in addition to increasing
the number of democratically. controlled goyernorships. Let's see how
the numbers stack up.
Right now, th'e GOP holds 222
seats in the House and 55 seats in the
Senate. One seat in the House is held
by an Independent who usually v*s
Democratic. The Democratic Party
holds the remaining seats. Of the
100 Senate seats, 33 are up for grabs,
Of these 33 seats, 19 are held by the
GOP.
If the Democrats win the
White Ho use, the GOP must keep at
least 15 of these seats in 'Order to
maintain control of the Senate.
Howev!!r, if the GDP wins the White

House, they only need to keep 14 of
these seats to preserve majority rule.
The House balance is a little
more ' even than that of the Senate.
Only five seats need to be lost in
order to tilt control to the Democrats.
Of the governorships, 38 are
held by the GOP, 18 by the Democrats, one by an independent, and one
by a reform party member. Only
eleven seats will be elected ' in '
November, seven of which are
Democrats and four are Republicans.
Even if the Democrats win all of the
seats, they would still be five seats
short of a majority.
Now, why is the balance of
power being given special attention
this election? Every ten years, the
citizens of the United States get to
fill oui their census forms .
The major effect of the census
on the political arena will be the
redefinition of districts. With this
redefinition could come a switch in
the overall balance of power by
increasing or decreasing the nu mber
of GOP voters in each congressional
district.
. Therefore, the Democrats want
to grab as many seats as possible.
That way, after the census is
re leased, if the number of GOP sup-

ported districts does increase, they
will 'already hold House seats in
those districts.
However, the GOP has the
potential to win just about every seat
and take the entire election. With
Bush leading Gore following Svper
Tuesday, he is still favored to win the
November election . .
With Gore 's recent stray from
party lines over the Elian Gonzalez
case, his support among the reignin .'
democrats is beginning to dwindl • .
Taking hits from both sides, thi s
could possib ly set Gore up for a hard
fall come November.
Bush criticized Gore saying, " I
am concerned that A l Gore 's sudden
change of position yesterday may
have had more to do with the vice
president's political interests than
with the best interests of Elian Gon-

zalez,"
Gore's decline, accompanied
with the fact that many voters have
become sick of the Democratic Party
rhetoric as a resu lt of the impeachment proceedings, could lead to an
increase in. the GOP balance of
power in both the House and Senate .
With a presidential victory, the GOP
would sweep the November election .

ASUM to take action based .on results
of English proficiency survey
Committee and the Senate Education
offered no solution other than the
Committee 'addressing the problem.
promise to conduct ' a survey again
ASUM
After listening to the survey next year. Students have lost faith in
University of Missouri System resul~tI Stephen Sugg, Student Reprethe ability of the 'administration ' to
Board of Cunitors this afternoon
sentative to the UM System Board of correct the problem. "
heard the results of a survey conduGt- Curators and ASUM legislative direc." I was rather upset after the
ed on the four campuses of the UM tor, said, "ASUM unreservedly Curators' acknowledgement that they
Sy.stem to gauge the extent of the believes that legislation is still neces- had been reactive rather than proac. English proficiency problem. The sary. Attempts to rectify the situation
tive in addressing the problem of Eng;,ssociated Students of the University at the campus and system level are not . Iish proficiency witi n the facu lty imd
of Missouri Board of Directors have adeq uate, and no solution was pre- then they're still content to wait
made legislation requiring tbe testing' sented today. In essence, as the voice another year before taking any diciof taculty as well as graduate assis- of 55 ,000 students, ASUM encour- sive action," commented Cody May,
tants a top priority during the current ages the B';>ard of Curators and the newly-elected sutdent council presi session.
State legislature to take appropriate dentat UMR. .
Student government associations measures,"
. Dr. Stephen Lehmkuhle, UM
on the campuses have approved resoAmy Hackmann, UMKC Stu- System vice-president fo r academic
lutions supporting this effort, and dent Government Association presi- affairs, presented the survey results.
Donny Collins, vice-president from
dent and Intercampus Student Council
During testimony in Jefferson City, he
UM-Kansas City, and Michael Rank- Chair, a lso attended the meeting.
promised to provide the resu lts to the
ins, acti ng president from UM-Saint "Students have been filling' out evalu- members of the Ho use Higher EducaLouis, testified in favor of the legisla- ations of professors for Years and have tion and Senate Education committion. Bills have been passed out of seen no progj-ess as a result of their tees.
both the House Higher Education
comments. The presentation today

Press Release

Retirees
From Page 1
neers on a wide variety of geotech. nical projects in Missouri and Illi -

nois.
Hagni is known for his research
work in ore microscopy, which
includes studies of the copper, lead
and zi nc ores of the Viburn~m Trend
in southeast Missouri . His studies
ha ve improved understanding of
how the mineral s originated and
were deposited in the 'Viburnum

Trend. The research has a lso helped
industry deal with problems associ. ated w ith geo logy exploration ,
extractive metallurgy and ceramics.
Wilson joined the UMR faculty in 1990 as chair and professor of
Mining Engineering. Beginning hi s '

mining career as a coal miner in the
coalfields of the north of England,
Wilson has 35 years of international
experience in the exploration, development and management of mining
operations, and underground geotechnical aspects of mining clesign

Page 3

MR Crime Blotter
03/29/00 at 10:45 a.m.: The property stolen by the juvenile in the
report dated 03/28/00 was returned to it's rightfu l owner.
03/28/00 at 10:00 p.m.: UMR Police assist Phelps County Sheriffs
f')eputies in locating and arresting student Nathan Bachelor, and two nonstudents, Shawn A. Hutchins, age 19, and James R. Lees, age 21, at TJ Residence HalI on Burglary related charges. Lees was also charged later for cultivating marijuana at his residence.
03/28/00 at 4:36 a.m.: UMR Police arrest a juvenile for Stealing and
Carrying a Concealed Weapon. Same was processed and released to his
mother. Juvenile Office notified and report copies will be forwarded.
03/26/00 at 10:00 p.m.: UMR Police arrest non-student Joshua A.
Henson, age 22, for Driving While Suspended. Same was processed and
turned over to Phelps County Jail.
03/24/00 at 4:05 p.m.: UMR Police investigate student report of a
minor vehicle damage in a TJ Hall parking lot, where the striking vehicle left
the scene. Continljing.
03/24/00 at 3:30 p.m.: UMR Police investigate a misdemeanor theft
from an office in the Mechanical Engineering Annex. Continuing.
03/22/00 at 3:30 p.m.: UMR Police investigate employee report of a
minor 'vehicle accident in a campus lot, where the striking vehicle left the
scene. Continuing.
03/22/00 at 4:50 a.m.: UMR Police investigate a staff report of Property Damage and Stealing in Mechanical Engineering bathroom. Continuing.
03/21100 at 8:00 p.m.: UMR Police take report from student concerning an un secure bicycle stolen on 03-16-00. Investigation initiated.
03/20/00 at 12:30 p.m.: UMR Police investigate a case Stealing where
two slide projectors were taken from McNutt Hall . Continuing.
03120100 at 5:30 a.m.: UMR Police investigate a report of a missing
wall clock from Harris Hall . Continuing.
03/19/00 at 2:00 a.m.: UMR Police issue traffic summons to student
Christopher D. Herbold, age 20, of Rolla for Careless and Imprudent Driving.
03/18/00 at 10:21 p.m. : UMR Police assist MSHP in locating a female
student who fled during a contact for Open Container violation. Student was
located in Holtman Hall and !D'ed. Same was released by MSHP with a verbal warning for Open Container and Littering.
03/18/00 at 9:06 p.m. : UMR Police contact an into xicated individual
sleeping in his vehicle on a campus lot. Same was sent to a friends house in
leiu of criminal charges or 12 hour Hold.
03/ 18/00 at I :50 a.m.: UMR Police respond to TJ Hall in reference to
a report of the smell of marijuana. Non-Student Jeffrey C. Stephenson, age
20, of St. Louis, was arrested for Possession of Marijuana and Drug Paraphernalia. Same was released on summons.
03117100 at 5:00 p.m. : UMR Police take report concerning the theft of
a student's wall et that occured at TKE fraternity (off-campus). Information
passed on to PRO .
03/17/00 at 4:00 p.m.: UMR Police investigate staff report of a missing fire extinguisher fro m Computer Science. Continuing.
03/16/00 at 10,50 p.m.: UMR Police receive eyewitness employee
report of two persons stealing 'No Parking ' signs from the parking lot at
Multi-Purpose. Same where in a brown Ford Bronco: Information processed
\
and identification pending photo lineup. Continuing.
03/16/00 at 5:00 a.m.: UMR Police assist RPD in taking custody of
detained student determined to be Intoxicated In Public. Same was released
to the custody of a fraternity officer.
03/16/00 at 1:30 a.m.: UMR Police notified by RPD of a Domestic
Assault committed by a known felon. Search initiated but met with negative
results. Continuing.
03/16/00 at 1:10 a.in.: UMR Police notified by RPD of the arrest of
student Eric A. Carter, 21, for Tampering With a Motor Vehicle and DWI.
Court date pending on felonY charge:
03/15/00 at 10:35: UMR Police respond to TJ Hall in reference to the
smell of burning marijuana. A misdemeanor amount of the drug was recovered from a visitor and the dorm room occupant was referred to Residence
Life for academic discipline. Charges were not filed on visitor at th is time.

a

and planning.
received
Wilson
recently
national awards from the National
Stone Association, The Coal Industry and the Missouri Limestone Producers Associati on, for hi s contributions in tertiary education for the
Mining Industry.
Names of all faculty and staff
that are tak ing the early retirement
option are being withhe ld for privacy reasons. However, individual faculty members are allowed to release
their names as they see fi t.
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Census a key tool in allocating
funds to states

~-----~ . -----------------~
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Daily O'Collegian (Oklahoma State U.)
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Maybe Coburn plans on moving to one of these states next year. That would certainly explain
the damage he is causing to our state through his wreak less and irresponsible remarks.
Copyright ©2000 Daily O'Collegianyia UWire

Do you have an opinion?
I

ShalB it with uslll
Please e-mail your Letter to the Editor to
miner@umr. edu with you name and student
number.
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By Harley Collins

I am constantly amazed by the utter stupidity of Republicans, especially in Oklahoma From Frank Keating's remark about murdering
.
teacher> aOO more recently second district Congressman Tom Coburn's remarks aboufthe U.S. Census.
Coburn is actually encotrraging one out of six of his constituents to not fill their entire oensus forms out
He claims that the U.S. census bureau is, "out of control" and is "appalled aOO outraged by the intrusiveness
of the qUestionnaire."
He is of course referring to the longer 53 question forms that one out of six households is receiving. The
longer forms have a wide array of questions 11l11ging from their real estate value to their mode of transportation to
and from work.
.
Many around the counlIy are scoffing at the longer forms and calling their legislators tocomplam. They think
the government is invading their privacy by asking thenn questions they claim are not related to the census.
The U.S. Census is a vital ~ of our national identity. It shows how many people are living in the U.S., the sta- .
IUs of our citizens and the programs the government should spend money on. Full participation is crucial.
Many people do not understand the reasoning behind the longer questionnaires, but the Federal govennment does
have a need to obtain infonnation.
Much like a business that does market research to see what people want and use, the federal government must do
the same to make sure irs two trillion dollar pie is properly !Out Using the U.S. census is both accurate aOO cost
effective in that it can ·be done at the same time.
A question about transportation might be used to assess .the needs of the highway department Should the
government fund more highways or look into aJtemate forms of transportation such as train seivice? It all depends
on who is using what and where.
.
A question about real estate value might be used to assess projected property taxes used for schools.
Cobtnn, a doctor and U.S. representative, should have more sense than to teJl people to not fiJI out their census fonTIS.
Many people look to their elected officials for advice and uSe thenn as examples to detennine their own
actions. If someone like Tom Coburn teJls thenn to not complete their census forms, they probably wiJl not
This weekend I was at the new liquor store on the strip, and I had an interesting convrnation with some
Republicans aOO Democrnts. We pretty much agreed that politicians must be careful as to what they tell the public. When they use their position to publicize uninfonned personal.11l11ts, they are being reckless and harming the
community they represent
But the Republicans are notorious for waxing foolish in the public eye. Sometimes they go off on tradition- .
al 'morality' issues and IIy to make the entire counlIy believe that the only accepta1Jle religion is Christianity. Just
look at the 'Pat Pack.'
Pat Buchanan and Pat Robertson get on national TV and condennn Muslims and anyone else who isn~ just
like thenn. .
!guess Coburn isjust following the crowd in making an idiot of himself Unfortunately, it will be the pe0ple of the second district and the stl1e ofUldahoma who will bear the cost ofhis remarks.
I am from Muskogee,:rom Coburn's hometown, aOO I will be very up;et if it loses out on federal funds the
town so desperately needs because people wouldn~ fill out their census fonTIS. The people there need·fe<;lc;ral funds
to make their community better. Coburn should have understood the cost of his remarks to the people of the second district Whil~ he may be leaving office, he should still IIy to help his constituents and encourage them to·fill
out their census forms - completely.
In additioo, Oklahoma is in danger of losing a Congressional seat Our Six seats may go down to five after
reapportionment based on U.S. oensus figunes are compiled.
We are a small sfa!e as it is, we cannot afford to lose this represe!ltation in Congress to a larger stale like Texas
or Califomia
.
'
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Privacy Losing Clout in Public Domain
By Robert Reno
Newsday
The price of privacy in America is rising even as its' value seem~ to be eroding.
The result is total confusion. Do you know who has the right to paw over your medical records,
inspect your bank account, retrieve your phone records, review your credit history, release supposedly sealed files documenting your juvenile offel)ses, intercepi your Internet chat ·room conversations? More people than you suspect. Even defining privacy has become trickier than ever.
When Kathleen Willey invaded her own privacy by giving CBS an interview to c omplain about
her supposed encounter with' President Clinton, nobody denied her right to make a tasteless spectacle of herself. Now a U.S. District Court judge has ruled that Clinton violated the federal Privacy Act
when the White House, somewhat ungallantly, released letters in which Willey expressed an entirely friendly attitude toward the president after the alleged incident happened.
To the public at large, Linda Tripp's privacy may 'seem as moot as a tree stump since she invaded·the privacy of Monica Lewinsky and made it her business to be busybody-in-chiefofthe Clinton
White House. But even Linda has a lawsuit claiming. her own privacy was cruelly invaded when her
government employment record leaked out of-the Pentagon. Meanwhile this "victim,"this federally
immunized witness, has been indicted in-the state of Maryland for tape recording a telephone conversation.

What next, a rash of lawsuits 'in which guests on the Jerry Springer show claim their privacy '
was' invaded when they were permitted to parade their histories of lust, incest and jealousy while they
were filmed pulling hair, ripping bodices, throwing wedding cakes and hurling chairs?
If poor, motherless Elian Gonzalez had been put in a Macy's window for the past two months,
would his privacy have been ·invaded any inore thoroughly than it was when his 6-year-old body was
waved like a flag in 'front of his uncle's house in Miami or when he was gushed at 0'1 television by
glamour news hound Diane Sawyer?
The laws of privacy were .put to an interesting test recently when an e-mail was sent listing the
names, job titles, salaries and Social Security numbers of employees of the Burlington Northern
Santa Fe Corp}t was mistakenly sent to a man who just happened to be a critic of the corporation and who gleefully posted it on a Web site jle maintains to complain about the railroad's management.
The railroad sued and a federal judge ruled that he must delete the names and Social. Security num,
bers. Meanwhile, the privacy of several hundred railroad employees can't exactly be put back in a
bottle since the names and Social Security numbers remained on the Internet for a whole day, ·free
for anybody to copy.
.
Whatever the privacy issue in this case, it's an interesting cOmp1entary oil howe-mails flying
around in cyberspace can land in strange pJaces with weird consequences. And while the indefatigably curious Linda Tripp merely went to Radio Shack to buy her low-tech tape recorder, the high-tech
revolution has undoubtedly done more to make. personal privacy vulnerable than any development
since the telephone party line permitted nosy neighbors to freely listen to each other's calls.
Nothing we know about the security of electronic information and its vulnerability to accidental or intentional disclosure leads us to believe that i! can ultimately be made as secure as the.locked
and guarded, steel file cabinet'which is the way companies, governments and institutions formeri'y .
protected private information.
Oh well, some day we all may regard privacy as a quaint and obsolete concept. Maybe this won't
be such a bad thing. After all, if the secret files maintain~d on Americans by 1. Edgar HOOVer's FBI
had one day been spilled onto Pennsylvania Avenue, what would have shocked us most?
From what we have seen of files from that era obtained through the Freedom of Information
Act, we would have been appalled most by the exceedingly low quality
and juvenile mentality of the unverified drivel and idle gossip that found their way into most of them.
If you can imagine the portly, humorless Hoover without any clothes, you've got an idea of the
embarrassment he'd have suffered.
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Softball defeats Mo. Valley, Evangel to win three of last fou
r

Tera McCallum
Sports Writer

While their classmates were off
in Cancun and Ft Lauderdale over
spring break the University of Missouri-Roll a women's softball team
was building their first winning weekend of the season. With a record 0(216 previous to spring break the
women were hoping that the break
from school would prove the rest that .
they needed to make a winning mark
in the seven games scheduled for the
break,
Despite three of the games being
' cancelled due to wet grounds or rain,
the games that the team were able to
play proved to be some of \he best
gamds that the women had pla:(ed all

season.
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The Ladies played in the Lincoln
Classic Tournamen t the weekend previous to spring oreak, The tournament hosted some of the best teams in
the country, including nationally
ranked Truman State, Despite the
nationally ranked teams in the to'urnament Coach Dave Burwell still felt
that the team had a good chance in the
tournament.
"Going into the tournamen t

really felt that we had a chance to be
playing for the champions hip on the
last day," said Burwell. "Our bracket
had some good teams in it, but I knew
that we had a chance of making it ~ll
the way through."
The Lady Miners would get their
first chance to show that their coach
was right on Friday, 'The first game of
the weekend put the Lady Miners up
against the Missouri Valley Vikings,
The game proved to be one of a battle
between the defenses as neit!]er team
was able to get much offense going
for the entire game,
The Lady Miners finally got the
break that they needed in the fourth
inning as Candice Luehrs would crush
the ball and earn a trip to' second base,
With the help of a single from Sabrina
Greenwell and a sacrifice by Michelle
Grace, Luehrs would ,prove to be the
only player of the game to touch
home, The Vikings would ,be held
scoreless for the remainder of the
game to leave the final score 1-0 in
favor of the Lady Miners for third
ti me this season, The shutout would
give pitcher Allison West her first
shutout win of the season,
Winning the first game of the
break was a big lift for the Lady Min-

ers, but they sti ll had one more game
to play on Friday,
The Lady Miners had been
scheduled to play Lincoln University
the previous Tuesday, but the ground
had proven to be too wet, so Friday's
game against the Lincoln Blue Tigers
would be their first meeting of the season.
"I knew going into the game that
Lincoln was going to be our hardest
game of the tournamen t," said BurwelL "I knew that we were going to
be pretty well matched against them. "
The game would prove to be
decided by who could put together the
biggest innings, While once again the
game would rem ain scoreless into the
fourth inning, once again the Lady
Miners would tum on the offense in
the fourth,
The inning wou ld get started as
Greenwell smashed a double that
would adVance Luehrs who had previously walked, Rachel Roth would
then reach on a wild pitch that would
earn her a single and allow Luehrs and
Greenwell to touch home, With Roth
on second after stealing on a wild
pitch, Grace would step up to the plate
and smash a home run for two more
points on the scoreboard for the Lady

Bas eba ll spl its dou ble hea der
wit h Sou thw est Baptist, 9~11,6-5·
Antone Smith
Sports Writer

the Miners,
was two for three scoring two of the
The Miners lost their conference
Miners runs. Designated hitter Brian
opener by a score of 10-8. The M inHutsell was two for five with one
The M iners plh~d 13 ga,m es
~rs were doing well until the sixth
RBI and one run scored,
going into the week before spring
inning when an error opened the door
In the second game of the doubreak. They had won three of those
for the Gori lias, The Gori lias scored
ble header, the Miners would lose
13 games and lost ten, They have
six runs in the sixth inning and con- ,again by a score of 10-0. Right
fieldplayed a lot of close games that could
tinued to rally in the seventh, adding er Jason Mannon was two
for four for
have gone either way, but did not
four more runs to the score, The the Miners and designated
hitter Joe
have luck on their side ..
Miners were given a ray of sunshine
Schmidber ger was two for three for
Coming off of a win, the Miners
in the bottom of the seventh as the
the Miners.
headed ipto their conference games
Gorillas' shortstop forgot how to use
The Miners would then play
on Wednesday , March 22. In their his glove and committed
two errors,
their next conference game the first
first Mid-Ame rica Intercolle giate , but the Miners were unable
to use the
Saturday, March 25, of spring break,
Athletic Associatio n conferenc e
help,
They would face Missouri Southern
games, the Miners would have a douIn the game, center fielder Scott in another double header,
here in
ble header against Pittsburg State.
Henderick son went three for four
Rolla, Missouri Southern started off
Pitt State, who advanced to the cham-, batting in two of
the Miners eight
the season 13 - 10-1 and was looking
pionship game of the National Colleruns and scoring three, Right fielder
to win its conference opener.
giate Athletic Associatio n Division II
Jason Mannon also went three for
Missouri Southern would have a
Central Region last swing, were 14-7 four batting in two of
the Miners rocky road ahead of them, but would
before their conference opener with
runs, Second baseman Randy Rooi
prevail to defeat the Miners 6-5, In
the game eight errors were committed, three by the Miners and five by
Missouri Southern , Every Miner
would get a hit in the game and while
both centerfield er Henderick son and
shortstop Brian Kekec would get
two, In the sixth inning, Vince Sanvi
would homer to right field and Ben
Frank would follow him up with a
v,s .
homer of his own to left field,
In the second game, the Miners
Saturday, Ap-ril 8 ~
lost 13-7, Two errors were cOlTlmitRblla, Mo~
ted both teams, The sixth and sevGame 'fime: 'noon
enth inning would hurt the Miners as
Missouri Southern would score five

Mine r Matc h-up

Washbu·rn

Miners,
"Michelle Grace just had a great
tournamen t," said Burwell. "She hit
well all the way around and her homerun was one of the high points of the
tournamen t"
With the score at 4-0 in favor of
the Lady Miners the game seemed to
be going in UMR's favor, but the Blue
Tigers began .to chip away at the score
with one player crossing home in the
bottom of the fourth and another run
in the sixth,
Going into the la,st inning the
score was still in favor of the ; Lady
Miners 4-2, but then Lincoln got their
big inning as in the bottom of the seventh just three hits would prove to be
enough to score three runs that would
put the final of the game in favor of
Lincoln 5-4,
The Lady Miners had to make a
quick comeback from the tough loss
for the next day they would have two
more games to play for the tournament
The first game would be agai nst

the Evangel Crusaders ,
Evangel ,
would start the game off fast as in the
first inning they would take the early
lead of. I-a, but the Lady Miner
defense would pull together to end the
inning quick on a double play from
short stop Luehrs to second baseman
Kerri Bokath.
It would not be until the s ixth
inning that the Lady Miners would be
able to put together an offensive
inning of their own, Bokath woultl
get the inning started, as the Crusaders
third baseman would commit an error
that wou ld allow Bokath to take first
Luehrs would then advance Bokath on
a sacrifice bunt, and a double by
Greenwell would drive Bokath home,
With the score sti ll tied at one at
the bottom or' the seventh the game
would be forced into extra innings,
The Crusaders w~nt to bat first, but
after some quick play by the Lady
Miners ' infield UMR was quickly up
to bat to try to put an end to the game.

see Softball, page 7

Mine r Matc h-up
Socc er
UMR vs.
Southwest Missouri State
Thursday, April 26
Rolla , Mo ,
Game Time: 7 p .m .
The game wiJl consist of three 30 minute periods,

and three runs, respectivel y, Catcher
Stever Fridl ~y would go two for two
with one home run. one walk, three
runs batted in, and score twice, Substitute right fielder David Coit would
come in and go two for two with one
run batted in and one run scored,
The Miners were scheduled to
play another double header the next
day, Sunday March 26, but their second game wou ld be rained out. The
Miners played the one game against
Central Missouri State who were 146 overall and 2-0 in the MIAA , The
Miners' infield committed four errors
in an 8-1 loss to Central Missouri
State.
First baseman Sanvi would lead
the Miners in batting as he went two
for two with a triple and one run batted in, Right fielder Jason Mannon
would go two for three and score the
only Miners run ,
The Miners would not spend all
of thei; spring break here in' Rolla as
they were to travel to Joplin, Mo. to
face Missouri Southern on Wednesday March 29, This double header
was rained out though,
Despite a disappoint ing confer-,
ence opening, the Miners got another
chance at the end of spring oreak to
make the week well worth it. The
Miners would travel to Bolivar, Mo,
on March 31 to face Southwest Baptist in a double header, Southwest
Baptist was 0-4 in the MIAA thus far

into the season,
In the first game, Southwest
Baptist wou ld use the Miners " five
errors to take the gam~ by a score of
11-9, First baseman Sanvi would
have another strong showing as he
would go three for four with four
runs batted in and two runs scored,
Designate d hitter Steve Ingram
would have. a good game as he went
two for four with three runs batted in,
The Miners would win the sec,ond game of the double header and
take their first win the MIAA conference, They would use the Southwest
Baptist two errors to their advantage
to win the game 6-5, Southwest Baptist would leave 13 runners on base,
For the Miners, second baseman
Brain Hutsell would go two for three
as the lead-o(f hitter with orie walk,
one run scored, and two runs batted
in, Shortstop Mike Mahoney would
also have a good game as he went
hvO for three with two doubles and
two runs scored,
Pitcher Dave
Jablonski would take the win for the
Miners and pitcher Mike Cash would
take the save,
, The Miners are now 4-16 overall and 1-6 in the MIAA. They will
play Central Missouri State today in
Warrensbu rg, Mo, They will also be
hosting Washburn this Saturday and
Sunday, April 8 and 9,
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Track and field fares well in 'Kirksville, Memphis
Tera McCallum
Sports Writer
Over spring break the Unive rsity
of Missouri- Rolla track and field
team showed that even with a spl it
squad they could still go up against
division one teams.
"I gave the team the option of
traveling to the Truman Open the first
weekend of spring break or going to
Memphis for a meet the last weekend
of spring break," said Coach Sarah
Preston. " While most of the team

chose to only go to one of the meets a
few did choose to go to both. In all
we had about 12 people at each meet,
but we were still able to do really well
at both meets."
The first weekend the split squad
team traveled to Kirksville, Mo. for
the Truman Open. While some of the
best teams in the area were attending
the meet, UMR was stil l able to score
points in events, including many in
the field events.
Th e Miners best finish came
from Lady Miner Dion McNeal in the

discus. After setting a new school
record in the first meet of the season,
Dion fell just short of her record in
the Truman meet, throwing 127' 7",
but was still able' to take first place in
the event.
Rachel Kuro, one of the most
consistent placers for the Lady Miners once again put points on the board
for the UMR as she jumped her season best 5' 2 'Iz" in the high jump,
which earned her forth place for the
meet. The height was over one full
inch higher than she has jumped in

meets previously this season .
On the men 's side of the meet
the field events were also where the
points were scored for the Miners.
Heath Misak made a huge improvement on his javelin throw, throwing
174' II ", which earned him fifth
. place.
" Heath has made great
improvements in the last few weeks
and it really showed in the Truman
meet," said Preston .
Chris Keithley, who was coming off
an ankle injury that has been bothering him in previous meets, showed
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how much his ankle had improved as
he jumped a season best 42 ' 10 Y." in
the triple jump. The -distance was
good for sixth place, which earned
points for the Miners as well. .
At the Memphis meet the following -weekend it was the runners
that took the show. With five Division I teams at the meet the Miners
showed that they could still be competitive.
Gensis Williams stahed the running events off for the Miners as he
improved all of his times. "Gensis
really improved a great deal at the
Memphis meet. We were in the heart
• of 'Sprinter Country', so for him to be
able to place at such a meet was a
great accomplishment," said Preston.
Williams had his best finish of the
day in the I OO-meter dash where he
finished in a time of 10.80, which put
him in a tie for sixth place.
After the great start in the ~print
events the distance men were ready to
show ~at they could do. Kevin
. Johnson and John Sanders were running the IO,OOO-meter run for the first
time in the season, but it did not seem
to bother either one of the men. Johnson finished in a time of 36:27.70 in .
his first outing and took first place for
the Miners. Sanders would finish just
behind Johnson to take third place.
" Kevin Johnson just had -a great race.
It was great weather for once for the
distance events and he reall y took
advantage of it," commented Preston.
Kevin McGuire, who had taken
firSt in previous meets in the steeplechase, showed that he could compete
with the bigger schools, as he took
fifth in the event in a time 'of
10:07.09. "Kevin had a really good
race going, and could have probably
finished quite a bit higher, but just as
he was getting on his pace he cracked
his knee on a steeple barrier and I
think that affected his race," said Pre"He has made some real
ston.
improvement and I think will continue to do well in the event in meets to
come
On the women 's side it was once
again the field events that took center
stage. Jackie Kelbe, UMR's national
competitor from last year made a
great throw in the javelin, despite not
having been able to throw any in the
previous week due to being out of
town, of 127' 9 'Iz~ to t:ike first place
for the Lady Miners.
McNeal, one of the Lady Miners
attending both meets, showed that it
was not a fluke 'that she had set the
new school record in a previous meet
in the discus as she broke her own
school record with a throw of 140' 3".
The throw was good for third place
for. the Lady Miners.
In all the Miners came from the
meets knowing that even with smaller
squads than usual they could still
score points against the big schools.
The team is now preparing to travel to
the Washington University Track
meet this coming weekend. At the
meet the team will be up agai nst a
large host of Division I schools that
will prove to be tough competition for
the Miners.
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Florida, Michigan State 40 min·u tes from NCAA title
Jamie Cook

one senior, guard Kenyan Weaks.
national championship game. MSU
They lost 10 Gonzaga in Ihe Sweet 16 won the national title in 1979 with the
of last season's NCAA Tournament
heroics of Earvin "Magic" Johnson
"We've been through a lot of and Greg Keiser. Florida made the
Final Four in 1994 but has never
wars, and I think the experience factor can help us," senior forward Mor- played for a NCAA Championship.
ris Peterson said. "But this game is After beating Wisconsin a fourth time
new to both of us, and it will come this season in the Final Four, MSU
looks forward to a team that allows
down to which team comes out hardits opponent to run the fast break
er."
Three sophomores open the more often. Gators head coach Billy
game for Florida, including spark- Donovan, who at age 34 personifies
plug point guard Teddy Dupay and . the team's adolescence, employs a
fast-break offense the Spartans rarely
star forward Mike Miller, an allaround skill player from South Dako- played against this year.
Add Florida 's full-court press to
ta.
Historically, the Spartans find the mix, and MSU is looking at a
themselves in their second-ever gambling defensive style that may

U-Wire
MSU senior guard Mateen
C leaves is 22 years old. His coach,
Tom Izzo, is a mere 45. But compared
to Florida and its youthfulness, the
Spartans look like a group ready to
file for social security.
In what should tum out to be a
high scoring, up-tempo 'game, the
NCAA Championship will be decided Monday by the age-old argument
of youth versus experience. '
MSU starts three seniors and
two juniors, and learned from playing
in last year's Final Four.
The Gators go I O-deep with only

Softball
Frompage -5
Bokath was placed on second and was
quickly advanced around the' bases by
the same group that had helped her
home in the sixth inning_ .The final
gave the Lady Miners one more mark
in the win column with a final score of
2-1.
The second game would be
against Missouri Valley, who UMR
had beaten by the narrow margin of 1o just the previous day. The Lady
Miners were looking to make a bigger
statement to the Vikings· in their second meeting and the Lady Miners
were able to thanks to three huge
offensive innings.
The Lady Miners made a huge
state;"ent in the top of the second
inning as Luehrs, Grace, Kacey Morris, and Roth all touched home thanks
to singles from Luehrs, Greenwell
Roth, Morris, Tori Atwood and a sacrifice bunt from Amanda Jessen.
The Vikings would try to counter
in the third, but would only be able to
put up one point on the board in their
attempt, which would be tlleir· only
. point of the day, but the Lady Miners
were not done.
In the sixth inning the part of the lineup that had 'scored almost all the
points for the Lady Miners in the past
two days did it again as Luehrs would
start the inning with 'a double -and
would then be driven in by Greenwell.
Jessen would then get on with a single
and be advanced around ille bases by
Roth. At the end of the sixth the score
would' stand at 6-1 in favor of the
Lady Miners.
The Lady Miners were not going
to let the score stand there though.
While the defenses held strong not

allowing the Vikings any more runs,
the Lady Miners put together another
offensive inning in the final inning of
the game. Atwood would start the
inning with a double and then quickly
be advanced around to home plate .by
Jennifer Triplett. Triplett quickly
made it to home plate herself thanks
to Bokath and West The Lady Miners put together one more run as
Greenwell would make her way
around the bases again after Grace '
would crush ~ double that would bring
Greenwell in .
The Vikings would try to regain
some ground in the bottom of the seventh but the Lady Miners' defense
would prevent that' as center fielder
Morris would snag a high fly ball for
one out, Luehrs would put another
Viking out, and Triplett would add on
the final out of the game fa leave the
Lady Miners with a huge win of 9-1.
"Winning three of the four
games in the tournament gave us a big
confidence boost as we get ready for
our conference games," said Sabrina
Greenwell. "We have been. playing
well and we are just hoping that it will
continue into the games in the next
few weeks."
After their first conference game
had to be stopped in the forth inning
on Wednesday against Missouri
Southern the Lady Miners are now
getting ready for their first official
conference game which will be a double header at Pittsburgh State on
Wednesday. They will then play two
double headers in a rowan Saturday
and Sunday. Saturday they will play
at I -p.m. against Lincoln and Sunday
they will play at 3 p.m. against Park
University. All games will be played
at the UMR softball complex.

allow Cleaves to push the ball up the
floor.
.
" I think th~se guys want to run,
too," Izzo said of his team. "That
style is 180 degrees from what we
played (against Wisconsin), but I
think these guys have been through it
before."
Thus far in the tournament,
MSU has gotten off to slow starts in
the first half but has come alive with
big runs in the second.
The Gators are a streaky shooting team that has relied on Miller and
reserve guard Brett Nelson to score
when needed. Perhaps the biggest
advantage Florida holds is with its
bench.

In the 71-59 ·Final Four win over
North Carolina, Donovan inserted 10
players who played 13 minutes or
more.
"You never have a chance to
relax ," Cleaves said. "Sometimes
when you play teams and they bring
in subs, you can't relax or take plays
out, but it's a tad easier."
Not so with Florida and Nelson.
Only a freshman, he scored a teamhigh 13 points off the bench against
the Tar Heels and has been a key reason the Gators reached the Final
Four.
"He does a good job of creating

see Tourney, page 8

TRUST SERVICES

MUTUAL FUNDS

TUITION FINANCING

While TIAA-[REF
invests for the long term,
it's ni[e to see performan[e
like this today.
TIAA-CREF d.elivers impressive results like these by
combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for e,ample, we combine

(REF GLOBAL EQUITIES A((T. I •

36.05'/' 22.02% 18.75%

active management with enhanced indexing. With two
strategies, we

have

two ' ways

to

seek

performance opportun ities-helping to make your
investments work twice as hard.

EXPENSE RATiO
(REf GLOBAL
EQUITIES

Miner Match-Up

INDUITRY
AVERAGE

O.3r 1 1.9r

1 YEAR
ASOf 1213 1/9 9

out

5 YEARS
ASOf 12131/99

SINCE INCEPTION

.5/1 /92

With over 5250 billion in assets, we're the world's largest
retirement company and the leading choice on

Combine this with our low

America's campuses. If that

sounds

good

to

expenses and you'll see how '

you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776. Call and find

TIAA-CREF stands apart from

out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today

the competition.

imd tomorrow.

J

.Women's softball
UMR
VS.

Lincoln
Saturday, Ap ril 8

' ~
_ _

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

Rolla, Mo.
Game Time: 1 p.m.

:fr-

1800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

""

1. The investment results shown for the (REF variable annuity reflect past pe rfor~n~e. and a~e not indicative of futu re rolles of return. These retu~ns and the: ~alue ~fthe principal ~u

~~~~e~~~e~i:~~~r~~r~te~ ~~~:~%e:rfr~O;a~i~ni. ~~dm;~~:e:~~~~~~:i~~~~~i~~~:~~~~~:~I0~~~~~ens~~!t~~~t!na~: ~~~~e t~O~gd~~~nn~~~:~ t~~~~ni

lnSlitutlona~ervi(es. lnc. distributes C~~F certi.ficat es and inlerests in t he TIAA Real
Estate Account. Teachers PefSonallnvestors Services,lnc.dlstrlblltes the variable component of the per;s.onal annuities, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. TlAA and n AA-CREF
life Insurance Co.is.sue insurance and annuities. nAA-CREFTrust Company, FS8 provides trust services. l~nt products are not FDIC Insured, may lose valua a nd ara not bank guar·
anteed. For more complete information on CREF, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842·2776,61. 5509, for the prospectus. Read it carefulty before you invest or send money. 0
2000TlAA-(REF 1/00.
Source; Morningstar, Inc. 12131199, t racki ng 279 world sto<k mutual funds. "'!lAA-CREF Individual and
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M,i ner Sports Recap
Men'S Baseball

Women's Softball

UMR9
Southwest Baptist 11

YMR 1
tEvang.e lO

Friday, March 31
Steve Ir:lgr~m 2 hits , 3 RBis
Vince 'Sanvi 3 goubles, 4 RBis

Sg!urday, Ma,£Gh Z§
Jennifer rri~p eU 1 hit. 1 base-on-balls
Sabrina Greenwell 1. hit, 1 base-on-balls

ClMR 6
Southwest Ba~tist 5

ClMR9
Missouri Valley 1

Friday, March 31
Brian Hutsell 2 doubles, 2 RBis
Daile Jablonski winning pitcher, 1-3

Saturday, March 25
Tory Atwood 2 hits, 1 RBI
Michelle. Grace 2 hits, 1 RBI

Track and Field

Men's Tennis

Big Cat Classic

UMR 0
Northeastern State 9

March 31-Apri11
Men's: 1. Kevin Johnson 10,000-m run , 36:27.70
3. John Sanders 10,OGO-m run , 37:00.20
6. Genesis Will iams 100-m dash, 10.80
5. Kevin McGuire 3, 000-m Steeplechase, 10:07 .09
21. Joe Stehly 100-m dash, 11.40
.
Women's: 1. Jackie Kelble javelin, 127'-91 /2"
3. Dion McNeal discus, 140'-3"
18. Nicole Schmidt 400-m 'dash, 1:09.20 .
12. Deb Leonard 800-m run, 2.:30.25

Tourney
From page 7
for others, and he's a great shooter,"
Cleaves said. "He makesthings happen when he comes in ."
The Spartans fee l Peterson
could excel against Florida's pressure defen se, especiall y with the hot
hand he's had in the toumament. He
scored 20 points against the Badgers
and has been MSU :s most consistent
player on offense. Sti ll , Peterson
said he ' d rather make hi s name

defending well against Miller in the
title game.
"He 's an unbelievable player,"
Peterson said. "He can handle the
ball , he can finish and he causes
problems for defenses. He can beat
you in so many ways."
But Miller only hit 3 of 13 from
the noor against North Carolina.
He' ll need to execute better against
MSU fo r Florida to keep it close.
"We know that they are go ing to .
be tough down the stretch," Miller
said. ':It's going to' be a question of

Monday, MarGh 27
Singles #1 : Miguel Lopez lost to Emilio Lopez, 7-6, 6-3
#2: Mike McCCjy'lost to Nikola Ojdanic, 6-0, 6-2
#3: Steve Posch lost to Carlos Jimenez, 6-1 , 1>-0
#4: Jordan Owens lost to Julian Negre, 6-3, 6-0
#5: Robbie Gordoo l9st to Alex Guindon, 6-1, 6-0
#fi>: Ryan Lynch lost to Billl)' Popejoy, 6-3, 6-1
Doubles #1 : Lopez/McCoy lost to Lopez/Jimenez, 8-5
#2: Posch/Owens lost to Negre/Guindon, 8-5
#3: Gordon/Michael Droszcz lost to Ojdanic/Popejoy, 8-3
who goes out and executes."
At stake is the coll ege national
championship. With Cleaves, Peterson and senior forward A.1 . Granger
together for th ~ last time as Spartans,
it's a reality to ' them that perhaps
there is more to lose than just a
game. But for now, beating Florida is
all that matters.
"Th is is the moment you dream
about," junior guard Charlie Bell
said. "There 's only 40 minutes of
basketball left and we want to make,
it speciaL "

Miner Match-up
Men's Tennis
UMR
vs.
Truman State University
Rolla, ~9 .
Thurseay. Ap-ril 6
Match time: 3130 p.m.

12TH & PINE 364-33 11 RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

Don'!. miss the Friday
Lunch Specials
'T'.A.~<>~ .A.~X>.
EJLf~~X'T'<>S

Friday .11 :30-2:00

UPCOMING EVENTS
BUDWEISER BLUES PLAYOFF PROMO
LIVE MUSIC BRIAN JONES
PLAYBOY PROMO .
ONE OF Pj..AYBOY'S .COOLEST
CAMPUS BARS
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.STARTUNG NOSTRADAMUS .PREDICTIONS

ANCIENT HERBAL POTENCY SUPPLEMENT WORKS ...
STUDENT .TRAPPED IN REFRIGERATOR:

EATS

OWN FOOT

.

ANCIENT INDIAN
HERBAL.,. POTENCY
SUPPLEMENT WORKS
We

IN BED!
The Yackwee Indians of Upper Mississagwa
have held the secret of unstoppabl e potency
in bed for generati ons. Now, this amazing
offer from Mississagwa Astrologist International opens the door for you to reach new
heights of sustained energy in bed. Dr. Horatio Belfontain, world-renown expert in potency tonics and energy-rich medicinals, developed Jliagram for use by deep-sea divers and
brothel owners, as the good doctor explains:

Abominable Snowm an Wr ea ks Havoc

SNOWMAN SIGHTED IN NORTH
AMERICA FOR THE FIRST TIME
The first ever North American sightings of
the Abominable Snowman (A.S.) of Tibet were
reported last night in Rolla, Missouri. According to
Rolla PD, 69 different people called and reported
seeing a " large white ha iry creature." Some
described it as "an albino Bigfoot." Rolla Police
Chief Leeroy Puts said· the department was only
annoyed by the first 30 calls. They did not grasp the
severity of the situation until renowned NASA
astronaut and UMR professor Col. Thorn Akorns
"cussed" Puts for not trying to capture the beast.
The first sighting came from about a mile
out of Rolla, near the UMR mine. Mrs. Luann
Roach's flowers were attacked by A.S. Mrs. Roach
told The Miner "When I saw the dang thang getting
at my petunias I was in my bathrobe and slippers.
Well the son-of-a-beast moved on to my azaleas
and that roasted my friar so I set out with my bowling trophy and let the sucker have it. A .S. lit out like
a 4O-year-old-Volkswagon."
From the tracks around the Roach house,
expert huntsman Genghis Kahn traced A.S. backward to the origination of the trail: the UMR mine.
When asked ifhe really though A.S. was in Rolla,
Kahn replied "You smell like a dead monkey," in
Swahili.
U pon vigorous research, the Min er
learned that the A.S . tracks lead miles into the
earth.. After a CAT scan of the mine, it was learned
that the mine is actually much larger than previously though. It is connected by a series of caves that
lead around the world and all the way to T ibet, the

Humor 2

home of A.S. The Abominable Snowman traveled
around the world underground and emerged in
Rolla. This would explain the low nwnber of A .S.
sightings in Tibet in the recent months.
The accepted hypothesis about A.S . 's sudden appearance is that it was lured by the nine inches of snow and fiigid temperatures of a previous
weekend. When it arrived to the warm climate,
A.S. was thoroughly enraged and went after the
Mrs. Roach 's petunias. Others speculate that
Abominable Snowman caught a glimpse of American TV and wanted to mate with what it thought
was the last female A.S ., Barbara Walters.
To add to today's confusion, scores of A.S .
specialists and researchers have swarmed through
Rolla looking for clues; hair, dung, claw marks,
footprints, or leftover carcasses of half-eaten children. At present, there have only been five eightyear-old girls reported missing, but no one lays any
of the blame for those crimes witll the Abominable
Snowman.
Most citi=s don ' t really care about A.S.
Most think it's as innocent as Audrey Hepbwn and
as harmless as KJSS in pink tutus that are too small.
Some, like Joe Yaks, see it as more of a tourist
opportunity: "Heck, if the Abominable Snowman
comes to Rolla, it must be the middle of everywhere."

. Report by Jose Yakusk, with Hel ga O ' Rielly
and Norman Boolanski .

On my journeys to Paraguay, I came
upon the Yackwee Indians drinking the
juices from the cacti. This was used as
a cure for hoarseness amoung the
tribe, but had other, more profound
benefits in bed. These included heightened energies in bed, increased alertness in bed,.and an exciting vigor and
strength in bed. So naturally, I bought
the recipe and give y ou the results of
my work in bed.
Since then, thousands in Europe have been
led to a new life of unending stamina in bed.
Heads of state and foreign dignitaries, Dukes, .
Queens, even the Pope have reached for their
very own bottle of Vwgram when in need of
that extra boost in bed.
Right now, for just $29.95, you too can have
that confidence you need in bed. To order,
caJl 1-888-555-UNTT, extension 35-523c, and
ask for operator #42. Or write to us at
4v3337, box 95, Unit 72 Mississagwa Terrace, ~ississagwa, Ontario, Canada, 32p45290-75. Don't delay, supplies of Dr. Belfontain's Vwgram Herbal Vigor in bed Sup~
plement are limited so act now, before you
are too late in bed.
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We always thought Al Gore was a
little strange. The real reason why came to
light after we noticed a striking similarity
in the looks and manneri sms of Vice President AI Gore and Jim Henson 's Sam the
Eagle.
After watching AI Gore standing
stem face beside the boss throughout the
entire Clinton administration, we noticed
the exact same actions and facial expressions in Sam the M uppet, always found
stem faced and never t6 far from his slimy
amphibian boss.
At first passed off as purely coincidental, more and more photographic evidence led us to the conclus ion that it was
more than coincidence. More evidence has
surfaced with the discovery that Al Gore's '
birthday on March 31, 1948 is exactly 9
months after the UFO incident outside
Roswell, New Mexico on.July 8, 1947.
The other four aliens allegedly 'aboard the
UFO have yet to be identified in their
Muppet form.
The latest Muppet movie, "Muppe ts

II'l Space," shows the growing bravado of
the Muppet s cutting ever closer to the
truth, and the totally obliviousness of the
public to this fact up to now.
Now the question has become
motive for the impersonation that has
become the laste.st Great Muppet Caper as
the possibility become s evident that we
may in fact have a Muppet as the next
Presiden t of the United States.
The plot thinkens with Henson 's
Muppet s being sold to a German film company. With the muppets running the United States from German y through the big
'blue eagle we have come to know as our,
Vice Presiden t, it is only a matter of time
befo~e the whole world comes under the
control of the velvet bodied, gqogly eyed,
seeming ly lovable and innocent creatures.
~nvestigations will be no doubt be
shortly following the release of the breaking inf~ation as Congress and the White
House staff come under increased scrutiny
from the public in the wake of this disturbing and earth-shaking revelation.

Stud.ent -rrapped in Ref rigera tor : Eat's Ow n Foo t
Twenty-year-old Tiffanor Dwaynesmithhouser, of the form~r .
Czechoslovakia, foUIid himself in a "sticky" situation as he went to
grab
a snack one day. As he reached into the vegetab le bin in his refrigera
tor
at home; he found that an entire bowl of Jell-O had melted and run
down
. to the bottom.
As he attempte d to adjust the temperature settings of his 'fridge,
he stumble d over a small Cuban boy and found himself locked in his
larder. FortUnately, that cool light stays on, no matter what that fellow
at
Whirlpool says. The Calculus major had miraculously avoided serious
injUry, but was nonethe less stuck in his ice box for several days.
About the third day, his voice gone from screaming for help,
Tiffanor found himself in the pangs of hunger unparalleled in Western
Civilization. That boy was hungry. In an attempt to satisfy his hunger,
he chewed and subsequ ently ate both [mger and toe-nails . Finally,
in a
fit of.desperation, he resorted to animal instincts and began the two-day
long task of devouri ng his left foot. The task would have taken much
less time, but Dwayne smithho user had left his mustard out of the ice
box,
and was unable to "spice up his meal."
_
.
, On or about the fifth day of his entrapment, Tiffanor was released
from his not-quite-icy Hell by his roommate, who opened their dorm
room refrigera tor to procure ' a cooled beverag e of caffeinated variety.
TitTa.'1or promptl y called an ambulance and left for Phelps County Health
ShaCK, where he .w as treated for Y2 degree frostbite . On a positive note,
,
IPope John Paul called Dwayne smithho user from the Vatican on Monday
.
He was glad to hear that Tiffanor would survive, but was very concern
ed
Ifor the small Cuban boy. "I sure h9pe he turns out all right," the Pope
corrllnented. "It'd be, a pure waste if anything happened to him:'
j

STA RTL JNG 'NO STR ADA MUS
~fl~l)/~ON~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

.

the greatest prophet of our time, Michel de Nostrad ame, more
common ly known as Nostrad amus, has accurately predicte d over 500
worldwi de events ranging from Hitler's rise to power to the Challen
ger
explosion. Further exploration of his collection of writings , "The Centuries," has revealed startling predictions .that effect everyone around
the
world. Dr. Alan Sprugg, internationally renown goat farmer and Ichthyologist, reveals to you now the terrible future foretold by N.ostradamus.
According to the Good Doctor, at some time in the near future, a
flood of mammo th proportions will take place "near a river," as Nostradame states in his writings. Also, "there shall at some time in the
near
l
future, be a great wind that blows trees to and fro."
"Obviou sly, Nostrad amus is referring to the 1992 hurricane
'Andrew.' This has implications as far reaching as,you can imagine
. Just
think-n ow, we can see for certain that Nostrad amus had this one right
on the money. There certainly was 'a great wind,' as southern Floridan
s
could tell you."
Also, Dr. Sprugg notes one very heavily worked prediction. In it,
Nostrad amus is obvious ly trying to word just perfec~ly some findings
of
his. The phrase "sustain ed energy" and "excitin g vigor" point to some
medicinal prediction or discovery. However, the phrase "in bed" shows
up over twenty times. "There is really only one good explanation for
this- that one day, our beds will have 'sustaine(i energy,' meaning
they
will be floating beds," said Sprugg.
And [mally, in one of his last writings; Nostradamus states "without question, many scribes will try to capriciously take from these writings and make light of such words of wisdom. To those, God only
have
mercy on your souls."
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The Lord of the Damned escapes from the grim depths of Hell underneath the Civil Engineering Building during groundbreaking.

Face of Satan raises test scores
Building accidentally opened portal to Hell early last semester, releasStudents reminded offOrmulae by ing
Satan, Mephistopheles, and a host of other demonic beings, like Sir .
Isaac Newton. Apparently, sophomore Jason Goldfardge took advantage.
had sold his soul to
VIsage ofBeelzebub
"Construction work on . arid
Satan l<e;t semester, when
a'

the Butler-Carlton Civil
Engineering Building
aCCidentally opened aportal to Hell earb; iast
semester"- Dolf Drowning

his Calc I grade dropped
to a C. If only he had
Chemistry students struggling with an hour exam found the fate of
their souls in the balance as the image of Satan appeared on the blackknown of our Excel pro•
.
gram."
board of Mechanical Engineering Annex room 204. As proctor Alan
Anyway, thy Pure
Gibult erased the previous "25 min" notice form the boarc\, gasps and
panicked screams filled the room as all eyes witnessed the Unholy One
Evil That Is Beelzebub
'J
was recaptured dUring
mouth "U=q+W."
Almost instantly, every faceretumed to the test and promptly
Spring Break. Police set
up an ingenious "box and
answered questions 7 and 9 which required that formula for correct solustick" trap, using a
tion. Next, from out of the paneled walls, a hairy hell-spawned arm
reached to the chalkboard and wrote in fiery letters "P-V equals n-R-T"
Strawberry-filled jelly donut as bait. Sergeant Drowning expects there to
be far fewer appearances of Satan now that He is back under the Civil
which took care of the first two problems of the exam. At one point
Belial used transparencies to display other key formulae and examples on Engineering building, where he belongs. The Pope left a message on
the front wall.
Drowning's pager, telling him "what a fine job you [and the UMR police
Investigation into this incident have shown it was not unique. In
force] did in capturing Satan. Thanks for doing in ten days what I could- .
the past month, three other police code "666; incarnations-of-evil" have
n't do in over 25 years, you lousy jerk." Jason Goldfurnng has regained
been reported. Cross-referencing the class lists yielded a startling result,
partial access to his soul. through a class-action settlement and is currently
as UMR police sergeant DolfDrowning explain·s:
emolled in UMR's Excel program.
"Construction work on the Butler-Carlton Civil Engineering
Humor 4

Features

MPUS?
Priscilla Schulte
Features Writer
"As [ walk around campus, [ notice that there are 110 displays of
art, no examples of student creativity, nothing but canned knowledge.

dbreaking.

[n fact, there are not even any signs of originiiI thought whatsoe"er
eX"cept for an occasional guitar player under a tree .... So far, classes
have been basCd upon memori~tion of facts, theorems, or processes.
Nothing is attributed to personal invention," lamented Evan Rau in his
commentary entitled "UMR needs to fix its attitude," published in the
March 22 issue of the Missouri Miner.
[s this really true? Perhaps
on some levels, the creativity of the
".... the Stonestudents at the University . of Mishenge replica is
souri-Rolla has been dampj'ned by
an example .of the the ceaseless procession of math, scihuman struggle to ence and engineering classes. But
scientists and engineers are not withunderstand the
.out creativity, only interested in
mysteries of scimemorizing facts. For the first few
years at UMR, it is true thai the
ence, as well as
basics must be covered. Unfortuthe beclUty of
nately, in classes like Calculus, Introarchitecture. "
ductory Physics, Circuit Analysis
- Priscilla Schulte and Therrnodynamics, information
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ consists almost solely of memorizing infonnation .. ' leaving little room
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is currently

for origipal thought. But in many upper h;vel' classes, after the basics
have been mastered, the cumculum is focused on the application of the
incurred knowledge to real world problems. Once the foundation for a
Ith, science or engineering degree has been hiid with those basic
es, the student has the insight needed to creatively and originally
solve problems.
The difference between creative problem solving and many other
forms ofart is just' that problem solving does not always manifest itself
in a visible or audible form. You-can see paintings, sculptures and
monuments. You can hear music. But it is sometimes hard for us to
understand the beauty of a solar powered vehicle that wins an important race. That is because the art is not necessarily the vehicle itself, it
is the intuition, the creativity and the teamwork of the group of stu-

dents who designed and built it.
That point having been established, there may be less traditional art on the campus ofUMR than exists at other schools. But that does
not mean that UMR is comple.tely devoid of visual stimulation. The
Astrolabe that hangs inside the library is an example of art on campus.
An astrolabe is an ancient computer (over 2,000 years old) designed to
show the position of the sun
and stars in the sky at a specific place at a given time.
On a functioning astrolabe,
"the movable components
are set tc! a specific date and
time, and then the entire sky
is shown on the face of the
astrolabe. This particular
astrolabe was made by
Thomas Schulte in 1999
and purchased by UMR.
Other works of art that Can
be found in the library are
the sculpture of Einstein,
made by Louie Smart and
donated to UMR by Friends
of Einstein, and the statue
of Saint Patrick, made by R.
Torrini and presented to
UMR by the Class of 1966.
Another example is
UMR's very own Stonehenge. The monument that was erected by the
. side of Highway 63 is a miniature replica of the 4,OOO-year-{)ld structure that stands in Wiltshire, England. Th~ p~rpose of the ancient
Stonehenge is unclear. It could have been built as a temple, an astronomical calendar or a guide to the heavens. But the architecture and
building of Stonehenge make it truly a work of art, and UMR's monument to this ancient structure is art as well. [n the journey to leam science and math, there are often unexplained phenomena, and the Stonehenge replica is an example of the human struggle to understand the
mysteries of science, as well as the beauty of architecture .
The Millennium Arch, currently a work in progress, is UMR's
most recent artistic undertaking. [fthe polishing of the stones that com-

prise the Millennium Arch stays on schedule, the monument could be
finished by graduation this year. The vision of the Millennium Arch is
the work of Edwina Sandys, but faculty and students at UMR are helping wiili the actual constructi.on and polishing.
.
"The process to make the sculpture is one that should please the
scientists, engineers and artists among us for it is experimental and
.
improvisatory,"
Dr.
James Bogan is quote<!
as saying in "Millennium
Arch
arrival
delayed due to broken
leg" in the March 15
issue of the Missouri
Miner.
The Millennium
Arch combines beauty
and artistic vision with
science and engineering as -a symbol of the
welcoming of the new
millennium by the
UMR community. The
Arch is also a symbol
of UMR's interest in
creativity and art, as
well as science and
engineering.
And finally, all
one has to do is walk through the floors of Thomas Iefferson residence
hall to see the creativity of UMR students at work. The floors are full
of paintings by students from times past and present. Evan Rau, who
is a freshman in Civil Engineering and is quoted above in this article,
lives on the sixth floor of Thomas Jefferson South. He painted a large
and very artistic mural on Six South, outside his door.
"I was inspired by sort of a combination of things. i worked on a
mural at my high school, .and it was such an awesome experience. Our
floor does not have a lot of paintings, and I wanted to add diversity to

see Art, page 14
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Fashion:

CD Review:

Got a butterfly mood ring?
-Abere Karibi-Ikiriko

There is No Doubt that
you should avoid this CD

Fashion Columnist

Rebecca Lexa

WIth all the homework to do and tests to study for, students don't have time to worry about what to wear. For most
students, anything would do. 'However, I searched the campus to bring you this week's campus fashion .
Melissa Sennert struts past the puck, with her cool black
leather backpack behind her. She is wearing a black and
white paisley transparent shirt with 3-qUaJ1er sleeves. Underneath her top, she is wearing a short black leotard ... a·winnirig
combo! She simplifies her trendy look with blue jeans and
brown sandals. Melissa's accessories are exceptional" She
has on colorful silver Jewelry on her neck and wrists, silver
ear cuffs, toe rings and a hemp necklace. She's also got her
hair cut in a short modem style. She is definitely in the right
century! "Everyone should have a butterfly mood ring,"
Melissa said as she glanced at her unique butterfly mood ring.
Fashion advice for girls:
Purple gingham dresses, lavender cardigans, violet paisley pedal pushers. These are all cluttering· up your favorite
stores as we speak! We may even see some mauve. Yep,
that's right, violet and her cousins lavender and mauve are Melissa Sennert, shows the campus how to
planning a big fashion fling for spring. However, to avoid dress with comfort and style.
looking like a My Little Pony copycat, it's best to pair this
photo by Abere Karibi-Ikiriko
popular pastel up with neutrals such as khaki, white, stone,
gray or denim. To spice it up a bit, break out your snakeskin and color tipping on collars and cuffs continue to rev up stabelt, snap on your animal print c~ff or tote your stuff around ple items like track pants and baseball tees - perfect und.er the
in yo ur zebra print bag. Oh, and don 't forget the ultimate , new breed of motorcross-style jackets. Or for more relaxed
sweatshirt tonality,
accessory: grape Bubblicious gum. Yum!
heathered versions
Fashion advice for guys:
Sports-<:entric styling is still going strong in this sea- of basic black,
son's clothing. High-tech fabrics like nylon and rubber are at brown and gray
the forefront, -showing up in everything from drawstring play down your
pants to hooded anoraks. In simpler contrast, the racing stripe favorite knits.

905 pln~

floilll,fJ

Gwen admitted that in tbe
beginning there was no talent:
"Originally it was just a bunch of
Tragic Kingdom was released people who didn't knqw how to play
in 1995, but it wasn't until the next their instruments, trying to imitate
year that it launched Gwen Stefani
the music we loved, which was ska."
and the rest of No Doubt onto the The level of expertise hasn't
alternative/pop charts with such
improved much. No Doubt tries way
songs as "Spiderweb'~, "Just a Girl" too hard to make unique noises, sacand "Don't Speak." Based in Ana- rificing talent, skill and good songheim, California, the band had been . writing in the name of funky sounds
around for almost .a decade before and instruments.
their first hits surfaced from "Tragic
Probably the pinnacle of the
Kingdom," No Doubt's third record- mess is Stefani's voice. Weak and
,lacking in'substance, it's reminiscent
ed album.
The band's sugary-sweet ' and
of how a Barbie dolt would sound if
silly style makes it a unique offering.
given vocal chords. Granted, this
Headed by Stefani's stereotypically goes along with No Doubt's bubbleblonde (and shallow) voice, the gum image of the Tragic Kingdom
music is a haphazard combination of era just fine , but that doesn 't mean
many genres from classic rock and it's a:ny good. With little exception,
roll to carnival calliopes. The people No Doubt's vocals are annoying.
creating this cacophony are Tony
In "Happy Now?," for examKanal on bass, guitarist Tom ple, Gwen tries to sound tough" but
Dumont and drummer Adrian
Young.
see No Doubt, page 11

CD Reviewer

Chad Cole's Culinary Column:

The Johnny Cake creates
a foreign food frenzy
Chad Cole
Culinary Columnist
Food, of course, is everywhere.
Every country and culture has a
unique idea of what goes onto a
dinner plate. For spring break this
year, I got the pri vi lege to experience the fun of the Bahama Islands
for five days and four ni ghts. Now,
although there were many great
sights, interesting 'people and duty
free liquors in the Bahamas, I will
refrain from mentioning anything
except for the food . It was a general consensus among the 15 members on' the trip that the food was
delicious.
We stayed in Freeport on the
Grand Bahama Is la nd, the biggest
of all of the Bahama Islands, and
the food situat ion was great. The
international invasion of American
fast food had saturated the island
and I counted ten or so franchi ses
on the island . Subways were the
most prevalent w ith multipl e locations and surpr isi ngly the y we re not
priced much higher than thei r Unit ed States counterpart s. Greek and
Italia n cuisine domin ated the loca le
islan'd resta urants. S ea food, was
probably the most popul ~r food on
the is la nd , and lucki Iy I lo ved

seafood. No;"', all of yo u are familiar with fast food and Ital ian food is
easy to find here and almost everybody has had a few encounters with
sea food. It is my duty to inform yo u
about the two dishes that characterize what Bahamian food reall y is.
As McDonald's is to the United
States, Johnny Cake and conch are
to the Bahama Islands. This week I
w ill' talk about Johnny bread, conch
will have to wait until the next
issue.
My initial conta~t with Johnny
bread came within a few hours of
landing on the island. A gro up of us
we nt to one of the Greek/Italian
restaurants, and after ordering and
waitin g a couple of minutes, our
local waitress came back and asked
us, "Yo u wan t I should get yo u guys
some Johnny bread, baybee?" (All
of the women called me "baby",
pronounced with the proper accent
as "baybee", and a ll of the men
, ai led me " man " , the local d ialect
fo r "man") None of us kn ew what
the heck she w as re ferrin g to;so we
rep lied wi th the us ua l, "U h, Okay"
We ll , when she bro'ught us back our
heaping bas ket of the Johnn y bread,

see Johnny, page 11

UN

you

know~

that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

[c;ru sh it].
Bring your "ca n-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where
you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills that' ll help yo u meet the challenges you' ll face in your
career. Apply today at the Army ROTC department, with no

Helppn
theses •

obligation. Before that voice tells you to lake a vacation .

ARMY R01C

Unlike any other college course
STOP BY 306 HARRIS HALL
OR CALL 341-4744

you

can take.

labo~:

drop-ins
Drop
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Hungry?
Low on Cash?

Doubt, page 111

Stop By Denny's in Rolla
From 10:00 pm - 6:00 am
All week (even the weekends)
Order some good food. .
And for the' deal ....
UMR Students who show their student ID
Get 10 % off of their food purchase.

"?

fai ls miserably, and instead ends up sounding like her voic~ is about to break.
The guitar work is limited mostly to simple chord progressions and a linle bit
of distortion.
"Different People" suffers from the same problems. The vocals waver
uncertainly in a parody of crooning. The instrumentals are mediocre at best, and
the staccato brassy additions seem misplaced. .
"You Can Do It" is a bad resurrection of disco, which may be Stefani 's
best possible genre. It is one of the most style-constant songs, sticking mainly
to the bad 70s sounds, but this doesn 't do much for it.
"The Climb" sounds promising with a good bluesy introduction. and beat,
but the calliope lurking throughout the tune ruins it when it rears its head in the
middle of the song, turning what could have been a decent blues song into a carnival ride.
"SpidelWeb" is a bit bener. The bass keeps up a good beat in this fastpaced song, and the overall song quality is improved. The song is even blessed
with a melody, unlike a lot of the songs on "Tragic Kingdom" The Iyrjcs, about
gening rid of an unwanted manipulator, are ones that many people can relate to.
"Just a Girl" is another saving gr;lce, It lyrics are similar to the later Aqua
song, "Barbie Girl" in its sarcastic trb.trnent of chauvinistic views of women.
Unfortunately Stefani's saccharine voice makes this song sound more like a
temper tantrum than a statement of independence and disgust with the status
quo.
The one really good song on ''Tragic Kingdom" is "Don't Speak." Instead
of presenting the listener with fast paced silliness or a plethora of unrelated
instrumentals, this song speaks to the vast majority of the popuiation involved
in a painful breakup in the past or present. The rhythm is good and matches the
lamenting quality of the song. The lyrics are the best on the album. They include
lines like "I really feel/I 'm losing my best friendll can't believefThis could be
the end," simple but going straight to the heart. "Don 't Speak" actually flatters
Stefani's voice, lending it an opportunity for depth and quality the other songs
don 't.
The rest of the songs are essentially along the same lines as "Happy Now"
and "Different People," mediocre and tuneless. The best coune of action is buy
tlie single of "Don't Speak," because no doubt buying the 'Yhole CD would be
a tragic waste of money.

Johnny
From page 10

it was love at first sight for me, baybee. I ate the Johnny bread at every
chance I had for ihe next four days. .
Johnny bread is cake-'Iike in structure ·and texture. It is us~ally-cooked
in a cake form , square, and ranging in depth from two to four inches. It has
a whitish yellow .inside with a thin brown coating layer on top. It tastes
. (Drinks and deSserts excluded) _.
sweet, a dessert-like cornbread .
(Gratuity not included in discount)
I remember at an all-you-can-eat dinn er on the island there was this
(Offer expires 5/3112000)
local Bahamian guy passing out Johnny bread in the buffet line. He seemed
so happy - dancing to some local music, tongs in hand, dishing out the
Johnny bread left and right, like Santa Claus handing out presents. Most
, - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - ----, pe.ople were just taking the one piece
that he put on their plate, but I said
something like, "Hey, man, I love this
Johnny bread! It 's good stuff]" He
looked at me in such an excited,
N01E!
glowing way, "Hey, mon, you know
Writing Tutors will
Newly Upgraded
what the Johnny bread is?·!! I will
These services
help you with
CLC
give you two, mon! It's good stuff]" I
FREE
spoke with him for a second about the
your paper or thesis
128MB RAM
to UMR Students
wonders of Johnny bread and, to my
delight, ended up getting three choice
The Dr. Beverley Bowen MoeUer
Center for Writing Technologies
pieces of the bread . Yes, the local
Writing Studio
114 Campus Support Facility
Bahamian people sure do love their
Johnny bread . It really is something
113 Campus Support Facility
to be proud of. I don't see Johnny
NEW TillS SEMESTER!
bread ever reaching the status of, say,
Framemaker and Photoshop '5.5
.Help provided for all writing assignments, including
a hamburger and fries in the United
theses, application letters, dissertations, cover letters,
States, but there is definitely a place
here in this country for some Johnny
Open Hours: Sunday
12:30-8:00
laboratory ~eports, and essays. Tutoring available for
bread .
Monday
drop-ins or by appointment.
8:00-10:30, 12:30-.6:00
I was planning on finding a recipe
Tuesday
8:00-9:30,
10:45-6:00
Drop-In Hours: Sunday - Friday
12:30-8:00
for Johnny bread on the web, but so
Wedne.sday
8:00-10:30, 12:30-8:00
far I've had no luck . This special
Writing Across the Curriculum Program
Thursday
recipe will be shared as soon as it's
8:00-9:30,10:45-8:00
found . In the meantime, if the chance
Friday
341- 4436, wac@umr.edu, www.umr_edul-wac
8:00-10:30,12:30-8:00
ever strikes you, give the Johnny
bread a try. It' is one of the true tastes
of the Bahar1lll Islands, mon!

WRitING ACROSS THE eURRlellWM PROGRAM
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~
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into camo pants
Devin Martin
Christian Campus Fellowship
Over the next few weeks, you'll be seeing a jot of
individuals walking around campus in camo-pants and
"Rez Week" T-shirts with our theme "Out of the foxhole."
So what's with all the camo, you may ask. And what is Rez
Week?
Contrary to popular confusion, Rez Week is not the
same as Res Week, a week of activities in the Residence
Halls. Rez Week (short for Resurrection Week) is a week
of activities from April 17-22 (the week before Easter) celebrating Jesus' life, death and resurrection. Through discussions, drama, coffeehouses, a concert, free food and
other activities, students wi ll have a chance to learn about
and celebrate Jesus. Now you may be asking, what does
coming out of the foxhole have to do with Jesus or Rez
Week? Well ... quite a bit, actually.
A foxhole is a hole in the gro und in which a soldier
hides to protect against enemy fire. Hopefully, a soldier's
stay in a foxhole is only temporary. After all , a war can ' t be '
won by soldiers hiding in foxholes. This relates in three big
ways to Rez Week.
.
First of all, for three days Jesus was in a hole in the

Alpha Epsilon Pi wins
Sf. Pat's competition

ground-a tom b. During this time, the enemies of Jesus
appeared to have defeated him. But as Jesus rose out of his
tomb, his foxhole, he won victory over the ultimate enemy,
death.
Secondly, during the time Jesus was in the hands of
the authorities, and later while Jesus was in the tomb,
Jesus' followers hid out and laid low, wanting to avoid the
same fate as their leader. But after Jesus appea red to his
followers, they too came out of-thei r hide-outs, their fox holes, to proclaim to the world the good news of Jesus ' resurrection and victory over death.
Finally, Jesus' fo llowers today often hide out in foxholes of our own. Maybe we think we're too busy to follow
Jesus. Maybe we're afraid of what people will think if we
genuinely believe in Jesus' resurrection. Whatever our fox holes may be, Rez Week is a chance to come out and celebrate unashamed what Jesus has done and continues to do
in our lives today!
So now you'll know what 's behind the "Rez Week:
Out of the foxhole "shirts and camo pants you' ll soon be
seeing aro und campus. Hopefully you ' ll want to come to
one or several of the activities being held each evening du ring the week. Or maybe you'll want to do n some camo of
your own .

This week, the
University of Missouri -Rolla
Film
series wi ll present:
The Castle, starring
Micheal Caton and
An ne Tenny and
directed by Rob
Sitch.

Winter
Film Series

Darryl .Kerrigan may be working
class, and his house may need work,
but to this man, who takes enormous
pride in his property and family, his
home is his castle. When government
officials try to kick them out to make
space for an airport expansion, they refuse to give up their home, their memories, or their view without a fight. R-1999.
The movie will be shown in Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall Tue~day,
April II, at 7 p.m.

presents

®lW[ID©@[1i)@©~@(ill@~

April Fools Comedy Series returns
Kate Carter
Student Union Board

National Poetry Month
contest announced

straight to the people. Beginning Febnu
ary 25, he will begin a wild cross coun
try concert tour-{)n bicycle! UMR i
proud to be one of the campuses tha
Mike is making a stop at. The show i:
frl'e and will be in Leach Theatre 01
Saturday, April 8. You may remembe
Mike from his appearance two year.
ago in our comedy series. We're ·still'
heari ng compliments about that show
If you wish to hear some of Mike':
mp3 's or read more about him, you cm
check
out
his. website
at
www . songs . com/ mr.
Other dates for the series are
April 12 Alonzo Boden, Apri l 19 Marl
Nizer and April 26 Darran Carter. All
wi ll start at 8 p.m. and will be in th~
Unive rsity Center-East cafeteria,
Admission is free to all University of
Missouri-Rolla students.
This Friday's movie is Raiders of
the Lost Ark. It will be at 7 p.m. and 9
p.m. ·in MEI04. Admission is free to all
stud~nts. April 14-15, Cartoon Night
will be shown. Beverly Hills Cop will
be shown on April 21 and 22. And
April 28 and 29's movies wili be Batman and Sleepy Hollow. They are all at
7 p.m. and 9 p.rn.
On campus will be having a booth.
Admission is free, and it should tie a
really good time so plan on stopping by.
For more ' information contact SUB at
sub@umr . edu or call 341-4220.

Well I hope that everybody had a
really 'good 3nd safe sprin g break.
We're on the back stretch to summer.
So now is a really good time to be
Azurdee M. Garland
Michelle Paulsen
thi nking about what organizations you
want to be involved in next semester.
St. Pat's Committee
English Department
The Student Union Board gives you the
St. Pat 's 2000 has come and gone. We have seen new
April is National Poetry Month, and UMR 's English
chance to be involved in the selection of
baby reps and old alumni come out to help us celebrate
Department is sponsorin g a poetry contest open to all curwhat types of entertainers come to camthe best ever UMR tradition. Even though th e celebration
rent UMR students, including International students who
pus. Director elections are on April 13.
ha~ ended and you r favorite green reps are back to stud ycan enter in a special division. Submit all entries by April
The positions include Concerts, Per18 to Michelle Paulsen, 231 HSS. All entries must be
ing, yo u ~an sti ll see 'a hint of green where ever yo u look
formi ng Arts, Comedy Entertainment,
(if you really wan t to see some green take a look at Pine
typed, poem and title plus division (standa rd or InternaFilm and Video, Leisure Recreation,
tional) ONLY on entry. Each entrant must also submit it
St., you'll see green for at least the next month) All kidSpecial Events, Publicity and Light and
3x5 card with poem titles, name, address, phone and email. . Sound. To sign up or for more informading aside, this year the me'n of Alpha Epsilon Pi have
All work must be ori ginal; three ppems maximum per stutaken home another first place St. Pat's victory.
tion come hy the SUB office at 218
dent, 50 lines maximum per poern. No poems will be
This year marks the third year the men of AEPi took
Uniyersity Center-West, or e-mail SUB
returned, so submit copies. Entrants in the International
home the trophy. In the women's division, the ladies of
at sub@umr . edu.
division may submit work in English or in native language
Kappa Delta Sorority were proud to take home their first
During the month of April, the
plus English translation. Winners will receive award cerever first Place St. Pat's trophy. Theta Xi came in first
Student Union is having its April Fool's
tificates and App'lebee's gift certificates; winners will be
with their awesome pirate ship that actually shot smoke
Comedy Series this year's theme is "On
announced on April 28 on KUMR, KMNR, in the English
out of a cannon. Keep up the tradition because the next St.
the road of comedy there are comedians
Pat 's is less than a year away.
Department and at an award ceremony and reading.
and there are audiences. Audiences
wanted."
This year we have Mike Rayburn
on Apri l 8 at 8 p.rn. in Leach Theatre.
Ground Running," and "Freshman enhance swdent academic achieveMike is bicycling across America, covMarie Fries
Leadership and Success Prograrn," for- ment. Strategies for collaborative
ered by VH-1. With a great new CD
Student Affairs
meriy known as the Student Mentor efforts among student affairs staff and
called "Unstoypable," Mike Rayburn,
The Student Affairs Staff EducaProgram. Presenters are Dr. Harvest faculty to create leaming communities
twice voted America's most popular
tion Team is sponsoring another brown. Coll ier, Associate Dean of the College at UMR will also be addressed.
campus entertainer, has Come up with a
bag session in the series "Enhancing a of Arts and Sciences; Professor Dale
You will need to bring your own
daring and unique way to take his music
Caring Campus Community." The sesbrown bag or cafeteria ' lunch; beverElifrits, Geology and Petroleum Engision will be held Tuesday, April 18, neering; Dr. Anne Manhews, assistant ages and desserts wil l be provided.
11:30 to 12:30 p.rn. in t~e Missouri
professor of English; and James Please contact the Student Affairs
III Arts Entertainment People
Room, University Center East.
Seville, Student Affairs.
office at 34 1-4292, or bye-mail at
The topic of this session is "LeamThese presentations will outline mfries@umr . edu, no later than
ing Communities", with presentations the University's plan to create leamer- April 14 to make your reservation .
on the programs "Voyageur," "Hit the . centered communities intended to

Student Affairs Education Team sponsors brown bag lunch
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If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.
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Movies Music Food ."

The Missouri Miner is currently
looking for Features. Writers to
author columns and articles about
people, arts and entertainment.

If you are interested, please contact us at miner@umr.edu.

Arts Entertainment People Movies Music Food
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WHAT IS UP WITH All OF THESE ,.RmeSSOks?l?
THEY THINK THEIl CLASSfS ARE THE ON LY CLASSES
SEING T"'UGHT ON CAMPUS! WHY DON' T THE':'

TALK TO ONE ANOTHER AND S TAG G E It THE
ASSIGNMfNTS LIKE THEY DID :N HIGH SCHOOL?

IT ISN'T fA'~1I I DESEItVED ~ S'ItING UEA"m
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Ieman Hall TU'lday,
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,pie. Beginning Febru;gin awild cross COIlJl.
~n bicycle' UMR .
of Ihe campuses Ih~
a SlOp at The show is
in Leach Theatre on
!. You may remembe!
'ppearance Iwo years
Iy series. We're 'sl»l1
.enls aboUI Ihal show!
hear some of Mike's
Ite aboul him,you can
his. websile a~
xn/mr.
: for the series ar
Boden, April 19 Marl;
26 Damn Carter. All
n. and will be in the
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lng, near campus, no pets. no smok-

CLASSIFIED

Used N64 + 2 controllers + 7
games. $300. Call 308-1594

ing 341-3461 $500-$600
Housemate Wanted Are things with
your ament room mate not working
out? Are you interested in finding
another place ,to live? I'm currently
kJoking 1 person to fill a space in a 4
bedroom, 3 bath house. It's in excellent condition with plenty of space and
a big yard, 1.5 miles from campus. If
you are interested please e-mail me at
b l @umr.edu.

ADS
Announcements
$ FUNDRAISER $

Open to stu- I
dent groups & orga nizations. Eam
$5 per MC app . We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for Info or
visit our website. 1·800-932·0528
ex. 65 www.ocm.Jconcepts.com

Available June 1, 2CXXl: 3 bedroom,
1.5 bath house: some updates, 3
blocks from UMR $575-$61Cl'month.
Also, 1 bedroom ap~ very energy etrldent, 5 blocks from campus, newer
appliances, furnace, ac, $285$31 Cl'month. Contact Barb 368-4283
Of email wilkcd@roIlanet.org .

For Rent
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT,
Guys or Gals, Single Occupancy,
Across street from Visito!s Par1<ing
Lot, Air conditioned, electric heat,
Quiet Study Environment, Contract

row for FallrWinter Semesters, Summer Contracts also availabte, Contact
Louise Johnson, 1t·02-1104 North
R"ta Street (Days) Evenings can 3646768 lor Appointment

01

Two Autococker Palntball Guns.
Excellent shape, numerous modifications. Asking $300 each. Call
368-7201<
or
email
sbern@ umr. edu.

(

1993 Ford Festive 140,000 miles,
new battery, new tires, recent
tune-up, 35/40 · mpg. Need s
minor work, bu.t ",liable. $800
Call Mark (573)336-5410 Email
wlnkler8 @jobe.net.

A

o

Fender Precision Lite. Four
stri'ng. activ e electron ics. gold
hardware. red burst foto flame, and
matching headstoc k.
Including
hard shell case and 10· Peavy amp.
Brand new co ndition. $450.
leone@o mr.edu.

Help Wanted
. 1999 Honda CBR 600 "4. 1700
miles, 3-year extended warranty,

3 BIodss from UMR - 1106 N Olive
LMng Rm (13)<26), 3 Large Bedrooms, Kitchen, Stove; Reing; Ceiling
Fans; New Gas Fumace & Central Air.
tEASING: JUNE - 1
REm:
$430.00
UNIT C:
2-Bedroom
Efficiency
Kiitchenllv Rm. Stove; RefridgeralOf,
Ceiling Fans.
tEASING: JUNE - 1
RENT:
$240.00
Call: Mr.IMrs. Germer 8374

AprilS, 2000

i~~~;

ke~a~bS~~~~~1 ~~rfe~;

jwood@umr.edu.
1988 Nissan Seotra 2 Door.
Well, New Shocks. 197,000
$1000 O.B.O. Call 368-2969
message)
or
apoi.Jsson@umr.edu

Runs
miles.
(leave
email

MUST SEll four 5-lug aluminum
mag wheels with tires. Wheels are
14x7 in the front, and 14xl0 in rear.
Will fit most 5-Iug applications. $125
please contact Kei1h Grant fOf mOfe
inlo.
phooe: 341-9548 email:
kgrant@umr.edu

1-314-638-

House fOf Renl3-4 bedroom house,
dean, wen insutated, 2 baths, basement, central heat and air con<frtioo-

GE cube etyle refrigerator for sale.
Wor1<s well and in good concfttion.
$75.00 or best offer. Contact:
cwatkin@umr.edu
Donn fridge for sale. $60 341-5681

Live-In, Part-time nanny needed
for 2 school aged children starting
in August. For delails, call (573)
329-3963 .
Fraternaties, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups: Student organi·zations earn $ 1,000-$2000 with the
easy campusfundraiser.com three
hour fund raising event. No sa les
required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call todayf Contact
campuslund raiser.com, (888) 9233238, or visit YfflW•.J
campusfundraiser.com.

Answers to the
Crossword
Puole

Personal
Stallion seeks sexy single girl to
keep company while reading and
studying late at night. Call 3419250.

{PU1'd1l

Art
From page 9
, , 150+ kinds of tropical & marine fish'
20+ reptiles

unusual/easy care pets
for students
'SEE YELLOW PAGES AD"
10-9

·573-336-2685
From Rolla
IBke 1-44
to Exit 161 B
1.5 mile!; Hwy Y
Right
on Harmony,

·112 mile to
16425 on Left

C/

• Benefits begin immediately
upon enlisbnent
Available only to Missouri
Guard Members
• In addition receive a
monthly paycheck
Additional benefits may include $9,180 .
through Montgomery
GI Bill (tax free)
Plus you may qualify
for Up to $8,000 Enlisbnent Bonus
FOR INFORMATION CALL
MISSOURI ARMY NATIONAL GUARO
TOll FREE: 1-888-GO-GUARD OR
www.1 - 800-G\l-GUARD.COM

the walls. My girlfriend, Evelyn, encouraged me to pursue my
art, and
my painfing was inspired by her and my need for a creative
outlet to express my feelings," Rau answered when asked what
inspired,his creation.
Jake Stroupe, · ~ sophomore Mechanical Engineering
major and resident of Six North, is another artist/engineer at
UMR. He painted a mural on his fl oor that depicts a planetary

scene.
"I looked around, and on my floo r, there are a lot of other
paintings, and I thought it was my chance to leave my mark,"
Stroupe said. "There ·are four of us that ended up painting on it,
and it was a reall y good time. It also turned out to be a really
cool picture."
These two artists reel that it is important to bring original
art to a school that sometimes lacks in things not science and
math.
"I understand that UMR is an engineering school and that

Your Word is a lamp to my feet and a light for my path.
Psalm 119, verse 105
Jesus Loves You

L ove Be uty Salon
364-4016
117 VV 7th St.
Next to Roll a Daily N e \Ns
Mon - Sat
gAM - 7P M
Student Haircuts $7
omens Perms $17

C/

,n

/18'11151

people are very roc used on that," Rau said. "I respect that, t
"I am disappoinled in how little art there is at UMR. Howev
I was impressed that the school supplies the paint for mura
and I was also impressed that they gave me some other su
plies I needed, like kite string and paper plates."
" It is most definitely important to have art at UMR. I
easy for us as engineers to onl y focus on math and scienc,
Stroupe po.inted out. "We forget what else is out there, aJ
there is th is whole other realm of art. It is important for .us
appreciate that. We miss out when we only focus on the 1112

and sci.ence."

1m

,I/J
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by Mark Parisi
E-Mail: Snori<lnMofl4MOl.COm

W,·s.-I-r ~AV ANoS( LJ~ HI~ ...

ANt) 'I ~1HA-r~ J.IA;:"·.ANV I-bW
OlD H£ Gt( ~ A ctJlt' GJRL~~'£NQ?

This beauty comes with a 5tate·of·th~-ort
security system.

usaid. "I respect that, b
Howell
)Iies thte !Xlint for murI
gave me rome other 91
jle!plates."
to have an at UMR.1
us on math and scienc!
1at else is out there, I
: It ~ important for us
'e only focus on thte rei

"It ~ at UMR.

CrosswordPUZZID

ThlJ DOl GamB

21 Warm thOroughly
22 ProtectMl bodyCOV<ring

23

/OSIlllCOOO$: P/llYlJrs 181" IIImS cflHnecOng two dots IhllrIZtJlII8/1Y or wrtlca/IY

onlYl Ua persfIH CIImp/etes 8 blJl. he PUIS h/s/nIDi/s /n n. The player willi Ute
mils/ bOles willi bls/nlDa/s in h when a1/Ute boxes a/'tJ comp/etet/, wins.
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25 Iron
26 To one side

Jet1er

28 12th Gr&ek
29 Distinct pilch
32 Sioux tribe
33 All right
36 Smail brimless cap

38 SIeeYeless coat
40 Clock ciicldngs
42 Fish
44 Informer (Brrt . 6~ng)
45 Take away; subtract
46 Mi.,.,.1 spOng
47 Age: eternity
<18 Conjunction
49 Hearing organ
50 Cereal grass
53-Gommunlty coIiege dC'9ree (abbr )

ACROSS
~

Rocks on hilftop

43 Growing older

4S Stop

4Vt<W

46 N. Amer. Indian tribe

9 Piece

<l8SeU
51 Hawaiian fOOd
52 G<m>an (slang)
54Pu(

12161h p.-esident (abb<.)
(3 Hu~
14 High card
15 Ploce IncocroctIy
I 7 DecIatod holy ~
19eNe< (poetk:) .
20 Redo
21 Sharp taste
23 E)(ist
24 Accumulation or body flukls
21 Scrap 01 food
28 Veal
30 Gr. God of War
31 Morning (abbr .)

55 Saturated hydrocarbon (sut.)
56 Glide iklng
Before (poet,c)

"

DOWN
1 Scottish cap
2 Wide Japanese sash
3 PI30e for relaxation
4 Blemish
5 Sly

6 Elevated railroad

32'Midemess

7 Part of face

34 Seventh mu~1 note
:!5CriL'S
3 7 Sk>pe dovin ....·,)(d
3C lrale
39 Entertain
4~ Dlrectior. (abbr.)
42 Very strong wind

8 Rub out
9 Scll
10 Frozen water
11 Spread grdSS lOr drying
16 Lease
.
16 Atomic, reOd(stl

20 Perusing

'M)()Q

An_rs
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Today

8:00 a.m. - Amcan Student Assn. Gaila
Night ricket sales, Puck
3:00 p.m. - SB at Pittsburg State, Pittsburg, KS
4:00 p.m. - BB at Central Missouri,
Warrensburg, MO
4:30 p.m. - Student Missouri State
Teachers Assn. meering, HSS G8
. 5:30 p.m. - Blue Key weekly meering,
ME216
6:00 p.m. - MSM Spelunkers Club
meering, McN 204 .
6:20 p.m. - American Concrete lnsrilUte society meering, CE 11 7
7:00 p.m. - Amateur Radio Club meetings and office hours, EE G29, 30
7:30 p.m. - History Club meeting, HSS
204

1m

Thursday

II

8:00 a.m. - Amcan Student· Assn. Gaila
Night ricket sales, Puck
3:30- p.m. - TN vs. Truman State, home
5:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fellowship bible study, EE G31
5:00 p.m. - American Society of
Mechanical Engineers meeting,
ME 104
6:00 p.m. - Intercollegiate Knights
meeting, McN 210
6:00 p.m. - UMR Toastmasters meeting,
CSF 109
6:30 p.m. - American Nuclear Society
meeting, 227 Fulton Hall
7:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team meetings,

Apri! 5, 2000

Saturday

Friday

8:00 a.m. - African Student Assn. Gaila
Night ticket sales, Puck
3:00 p.m. - Trap & Skeet Club weekly
meeting, UCE
5:30 p.m. - TN vs. Drury, Springfield,
MO
•
7:00 p.m. - SUB presents: Raiders of
the Lost Ark, MEL 04
7:00 p.in. - Show Me Anime meetings,
204McN
TBA - TF at Texas, Austin, TX

B~202

7:30 p.m. - Association of Computing
Machinery meering with speaker,
CS 209A
7:45 p.m. - Sl Pats weekly meeting, ME
Annex 107C

M0l.lday

10:30 a.m. - Society of Phenominal Women rape
awareness info. table, Puck

7:00 a.m. - Christian Campus Fellowship prayor
meeting, Sunrise room, UCE
6:00 p.m. - UMR Independents officer meering,
Walnut room, UCW
TBA - GO: District V Tourney, Kansas City, MO

lB ·

All Day - Amcan Student Assn. Amcan
banquet , UCE Cafeteria
10:00 a.m. - TN vs. Washburn, home
1I :00 a.m. - TF at Washington Univ, SI.
Louis, MO
12:00 p.m. - BB vs. Washburn, home
12:30 p.m. - Show Me Anime, Anime
showing, McN 212
1:00 p.m. - SB vs. Lincoln, home
1:00 p.m. - National Society of Black
Engineers tutorial program, McN
204 ·
4:00 p.m. - Alpha Phi Alpha chapter
meetings, Silver & Gold room"
UCE
8:00 p.m. - SUB presents comedian
Mike Rayburn, Leach Theatre
TBA - TF at Texas, Austin, TX

Thesday

3:00 p.m. - ASUM Student Curator Reception and
Dinner, Missouri room, UCE
5:30 p.m. - Interfraternity Council meering, McN
216

Sunday
12:00 p.m. - BB vs. Washburn, home
3:00 p.lI\. - SB vs. Park, home

6:30 p.m. - SUB All-campus meeting, ME 104
7:00 p.m. - Associarion of Engineering Geologists
meering, McN 265
7:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Pi meering, ME 216
8:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fellowship speaker,
Centennial West, UCE
TBA - GO: District V Tourney, Kansas City, MO

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ll11111l1l

Dancer!
which w
Council,
impact"

presents ...

BUY- A- BABE

IUMR
infec

Chip Kastn

date auction
Date: Friday April 7
Time: 8pm-10pm
Where: Hosted by THETA XI ,Fraternity
$3 admissiqn fee
Proceeds go to local charity

For More Information: jnowakow@umr.edu or annett@umr.edu
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